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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

Introduction

Ofcom (Office of Communications) is the regulator for the UK communications industries,
with responsibilities across TV, radio, and video-on-demand sectors, fixed line telecoms,
mobiles and postal services, plus the airwaves over which wireless devices operate.
This qualitative research was commissioned to support Ofcom’s Review of the Market for
Standalone Landline Telephone Services (RMSLTS). The RMSLTS project is reviewing
competition in the retail markets for standalone fixed voice access and calls (for consumers
that do not purchase fixed broadband and/or other services in a bundle with their fixed
voice services). Telephone line rental prices have risen between 25-49% between December
2009 and 2016 while the actual cost of providing these services has fallen by up to 26%. As a
result, there was concern that Standalone Voice Customers may not be benefitting from
competition and paying significantly above cost.
This research focused on the following two groups of decision-making consumers who make
up the Standalone Voice Customer 1 market:
•

‘Landline-only’ customers 2 who have a landline, but no fixed broadband (c.12% of
landline homes)3.

•

‘Split-purchaser’ customers who buy standalone landline and a separate package
including broadband, usually with different suppliers (c.5% of landline homes) 4

The main aim of this research was to gain a rich understanding of Standalone Voice
Customers’ usage and attitudes towards their landline provider. Ofcom wanted to
understand their attitudes towards switching provider/tariff, identify influencers on
customers’ switching consideration, and explore what (if anything) will encourage them to
engage with the market and consider switching.
Ofcom also wanted to explore the effectiveness of various potential test communications
messages which were shown to participants in the research sessions. These were created as
four different letter communications that varied in terms of sender, tone, presentation of

Standalone Voice - Also referred to as ‘Standalone Landline Telephone Services’ or ‘Standalone Fixed Voice’
by Ofcom
2
Landline Only – Also referred to as ‘Voice Only’ by Ofcom
3
Ofcom Technology Tracker, H2 2016 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0032/93596/OfcomTechnology-Tracker-H2-2016.pdf
4
Ofcom Technology Tracker, H2 2016
1
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information on savings, information on the switching process, as well as prompts and
mechanisms to act and respond to information.
To fulfil these objectives we conducted research with three audiences across Great Britain
and Northern Ireland:
•

Landline-only Customers5 – no fixed broadband
o This audience is typically older so the sample was split by those who were
over and under 75 years old

•

Split-purchasers – standalone landline and a separate package including broadband
with different providers6
o Split by those who were over and under 55 years old

•

Recent Converts – formerly inactive Standalone Voice 7 Customers who had been
active in the market in the last 5 years (switching deal or provider). The aim was to
understand what triggered action and whether this could inform communication
messaging for the Standalone Voice Customer market.

We conducted mini-group discussions and household sessions with these audiences as well
as a series of short follow-up telephone interviews in order to fully understand their
situation and experiences.

1.2

Key findings

Q. What are the key characteristics of Standalone Voice Customers?
Two factors were central to profiling all Standalone Voice Customers and their propensity to
switch deals and/or providers. These were:
1. Level of independence in decision-making about switching deal and/or providers –
This was linked to confidence with technology and using the internet to research
their choices; with older customers typically less confident and more reliant on help
from others
2. Level of engagement with the telecoms market – There was a range of awareness
across customers; with those who were more engaged, typically having explored the

Landline Only – Also referred to as ‘Voice Only’ by Ofcom
In this study, for reasons of identification, just those split-purchasers with split suppliers were targeted.
7
Standalone Voice - Also referred to as ‘Standalone Landline Telephone Services’ or ‘Standalone Fixed Voice’
by Ofcom
5
6

5

suitability of their deals in the past and/or switched deal or provider which in turn
impacted levels of concern and openness to communication messages.

When we plotted these two key factors in a matrix, Standalone Voice Customers typically
clustered in two very separate customer groups as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Matrix of key defining characteristics defining Standalone Voice customers

The key implication from this is that any communications strategy needs to approach the
two core audiences as very different entities.
Q. What are the key characteristics of Landline-only Customers and what implications
does this have for Ofcom’s communication strategy with this customer group?
Landline-only Customers were
•

A more homogenous group than Split-purchasers, but likely to be harder to engage.

•

Frequently the least engaged in the market and most dependent on others to
guide decision-making about home services

•

Often referring to their landline as their ‘lifeline’ with high dependency on it for
contacting and feeling connected to family and friends. Few were actively using a
mobile phone and instead relying on the home phone.
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•

Fairly aware of specific elements of the deal they were on i.e. they wanted evening
calls because that was the time they call the majority of their contacts, or they
wanted specific international calls covered

•

Less aware of the wider market in terms of other providers and typical costs. As a
result, they often felt unable to comment on whether their product was good value,
but were fairly satisfied it covered them for what they needed

The key considerations for Ofcom in terms of developing a communication strategy are:
•

Engaging family and friends to help in the majority of their home service decisionmaking and this has implications for signposting and calls to action

•

They were content with the status quo – they were largely happy or ‘not
dissatisfied’ with the service they received from their current provider and therefore
there’s no strong push factors to encourage change

•

They were not switchers by nature – typically they had never switched provider for
key household services

•

They were ‘information poor’ – they lacked awareness about other providers within
the market and the absence of the internet contributed to this

Q. What are the key characteristics of Split-purchaser Customers and what implications
does this have for Ofcom’s communication strategy with this customer group?
Split-purchaser Customers in this sample were:
•
•
•

•
•

More open to communications, but their priorities differed in terms of what
switching messages engaged them.
More independent - more readily able to access resources to help them make
decisions about their services if they wished to
More comfortable with switching per se - Many had switched deals and/or
providers in other markets (e.g. energy) and were more comfortable with the
process of switching
Very mixed in terms of market engagement - some being more apathetic, legacy
customers and others more deliberate and conscious in their choices.
Fairly disengaged with their landline deal. Some would have been open to ending
their landline contract entirely if this was an option, because they rarely, if ever,
used their landline phone

The key considerations for Ofcom in terms of developing a communication strategy are:
•

Addressing their assumptions they were on a good deal already – although able to
use the internet to explore alternative deals, they were unlikely to prioritise this or
believe it is necessary
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•

The role of broadband/TV packages was more key than the landline – the landline
was often the secondary consideration, and as such the importance of TV and/or
broadband needs to be considered in engaging them

•

There will be a need to disrupt their current behaviour – communications need to
grab their attention with more direct language (e.g. about overpaying) and prompt
customers to rethink the value of their current set-up

•

Although not as concerned about switching as Landline-only customers, there are
some residual doubts. Often their main barrier to the process was the perceived
time it would take to negotiate the process in the first instance, or just seeing it as a
low priority cost.

Q: What made Recent Converts take action to switch deal/provider?
For recent converts, ‘push’ triggers such as poor service with their provider or a family
member pointing out their bills were very high, had often driven Recent Converts’ decision
to switch deal/provider, rather than being ‘pulled’ by an attractive offer or price saving.
The key implications for Ofcom in terms of the communication strategy are:
•
•
•

Role of family as key influencers was vital to customers taking action and switching
– a few claimed they would not have switched without that encouragement.
Changing circumstances were also a catalyst to switching - some ex-Split-purchasers
had been waiting for better broadband options before changing their set-up.
‘Easy’ was a key buzz word that needed reinforcing in communications – with
Recent Converts quick to praise the ease of the process of switching, how easy
providers had been to deal with (on both sides), and the ease with which they now
managed and budgeted with one bill (ex-Split-purchasers).

Q. How important are expectations, perceptions and experiences of switching as a barrier
to action?
Landline-only customers’ lack of experience of switching home services meant concerns
about the process of switching had often remained unchallenged:
•
•

•

How easy would it be to keep the same number?
How long would the process take? They perceived it would take a number of days
and there was therefore the potential to ‘take away their lifeline’ for a period of
time;
Why would they risk making a change from ‘what they knew’ to something
uncertain and unfamiliar? They justified this by arguing any switch was likely to be
disruptive.

8

In contrast, Split-purchasers were not as concerned about switching, having had some
experience of switching in other service markets. However, they did still welcome
reassurances that the process was quick to arrange and not too disruptive.
Therefore, providing reassurances about the ease and timescale of switching will be hugely
important to get across to all audiences.

Q. What does the communications strategy need to bear in mind to successfully engage
Landline-only customers?
A set of ‘rules of thumb’ emerged for communicating with Landline-only customers:
•

In terms of getting their attention:
o Landline-only customers were more likely to read correspondence from their
current provider –Letters from ‘less familiar’ providers or organisations
(including Ofcom) were less likely to be given the same level of attention.
o Headline needed to engage, but not worry –Very assertive language, especially
if couched negatively, could worry and ultimately be rejected.

•

In terms of imparting information:
o Prominent reassurances about the process of switching –Landline-only
customers wanted reassurances that they could keep their current phone
number and experience no loss of service.
o Ensure product suggestions were like-for-like – they were often wedded to
particular elements of their deal and wanted to know that any new deal matched
their current deal.
o Inform about other market providers –more likely to default to bigger, trusted
providers; need to educate/familiarise Landline-only customers with the
available options.

•

To encourage action:
o Switching deal is much more likely than switching provider – overall, it felt
more achievable, involving less upheaval and dealing with their current provider.
o Encourage them to talk to family – a key ‘push’ factor will be encouraging them
to speak to others and offering the option for family/friends to act as ‘proxy’ for
older relatives.
o Consider a strategy to specifically engage a ‘proxy’ decision-maker (e.g.
family/friend) – it was recognised that it can be difficult to act as a proxy
decision-maker, so ways of engaging other family members directly were sought.
For example, messages in bills (“do you know anyone on a landline-only deal?”).
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o A ‘disruptive’ message might provoke action? - messages which can confuse
(such as being told be an existing provider that they can get a better deal
elsewhere) can be dismissed, but conversely may increase inclination to show to
family member and/or read in more detail.
Q. What does the communications strategy need to bear in mind to successfully engage
Split-purchaser customers?
A set of ‘rules of thumb’ emerged for communicating with Split-purchaser customers.
•

In terms of getting their attention:
o Lead with the broadband and/or TV deal (not the landline) –the broadband
(and often TV bundle) were the key products. Encouraging to move their landline
deal to their current broadband provider seemed more achievable, given interest
was led by the quality of the broadband (i.e. higher internet speeds).
o Deploy a stand out headline - A direct message e.g. ‘You are overpaying’ had
more emotional impact ; needs to stand out from ‘junk mail’ headlines.
o Avoid junk mail ‘feel’ –often looking for a reason to disengage with letters;
overtly sales-like headlines or generic case studies more likely to be dismissed.

•

In terms of imparting information:
o Compare details of the broadband –more details of its specific capabilities (e.g.
speed, capacity) were needed to ensure relevance and meeting their needs
o For many, but not all, bundling with TV packages was more interesting or
important than the landline –with no mention of TV in the communications they
appeared more likely to disengage
o Simplify the switching process – ensuring information on the speed and
simplicity of the process was prominent in any communication.

•

To encourage action:
o Direct customers to a more detailed, tailored view of their options online looking for the opportunity to review and compare their options online (as per
price comparison sites for other services). This also gave them greater flexibility
to control and tailor products/bundles to suit specific needs; mechanics such as
tear-off slips were typically too protracted.

Q. What, if any, common learnings are there across all potential Standalone Voice
Customer groups in terms of effectively communicating with them
A few rules for effective communication emerged across Standalone Voice Customers,
irrespective of current set-up or demographics:
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•
•
•
•

•

Short, succinct communications – use of graphics and avoid more detailed
‘standard’ letter formats, especially from less familiar senders.
Personalised savings – addressing their situation (‘you are paying x’) rather than
more generic stats (e.g. ‘save up to 40%’) that lack relevance.
Direct, clear comparisons – ‘before and after’ comparisons drew their attention,
felt tangible and meant the impact was more comprehendible.
Simple bullets reassuring about switching process – addressing the three key
issues; keeping their number, lack of interruption to their service and no need for
visits.
‘Softer’ options for next steps –a clear desire to be able to call current
provider(s) first for more details. Encouraging speaking to or engaging other
family members was also important for more dependent decision-makers.

Q. What role should Ofcom be playing in the communications strategy?
Currently, there was little awareness of who Ofcom was or its role in the telecoms market;
the default view being to assume it was a provider. Participants frequently did not take on
board the explanation of Ofcom’s role when reading the letter, often being drawn to other
details.
When participants did read a sentence or two about Ofcom’s role it aided understanding
(and clarified why their current provider might be forced to write to them to recommend
they change to better value deal with another provider). Therefore, there is an opportunity
for Ofcom to take to a more prominent role when encouraging customers to engage in
communications about switching.
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2

BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY

2.1

Research Background

Fifty-nine per cent of homes now buy a bundle including a landline telephone service and a
broadband service. People who buy bundled services are getting more for their money than
before. Average broadband speeds have increased over time from 8 Mbit/s in 2011 to 29
Mbit/s in 2015. Similarly, average broadband data use has increased from 8GB per
connection in 2008 to 97GB in 2015. Over the same period, bundles have been expanded to
include on-demand television and related content services, often at little or no extra cost.
However, customers that do not take bundled services have not benefited from competition
in the same way. Ofcom is particularly concerned about people who only buy a landline
from a provider – either because they do not want broadband or pay-TV, or because they
take these services separately, usually from different companies. Ofcom’s concerns are that
relative to those who purchase services in a bundle, these consumers have less choice of
suppliers, are not benefiting from strong price competition or promotional offers and their
loyalty to their suppliers is leading to ever higher prices. From December 2009 to December
2016 telephone line rental prices have risen between 25% and 49% in real terms whilst the
wholesale cost of providing these services has fallen by up to 26% in real terms.
In February 2017, Ofcom publicised their provisional conclusions of their review 8 of
standalone landline telephone services in a consultation highlighting their proposals to cut
bills by at least £5 a month for BT customers that only have a landline, which would result in
prices returning to 2009 levels. This change would result in 2.9 million people (a mix of
Landline-only and Split-purchasers) seeing a reduction in their monthly landline bill.
Ofcom required this research to better understand Standalone Voice market customers’ key
drivers for engagement and their perceptions of switching landline and/or broadband
providers; with the overall aim of encouraging engagement and competition in the market.
Ofcom’s review of the markets for standalone landline telephone services described these
two groups as Voice Only (which we will refer to as Landline-only customers) and Splitpurchasers.
•

8

Landline-only customers do not have broadband at home. These are more likely to
be older consumers who have remained with the same telephone provider for many

2017 Ofcom press release - https://www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/media/media-releases/2017/bts-landline-only-

customers-set-for-cheaper-bills
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•

2.2

decades (most commonly BT). They are likely to have low understanding or
awareness of alternative offers or providers.
Split-purchasers are consumers who buy Standalone Voice and a separate package
including broadband (usually with different suppliers). These consumers are
typically younger, are more likely to be aware and understand options available to
them but are often disengaged. They are particularly likely to be disengaged with
their landline provider, as this is not regarded as a priority product.

Research Purpose

Research was required to gain greater understanding of Standalone Voice Customers; to
identify their current behaviours and usage, their attitudes towards switching, and the
effectiveness of potential switching messaging. This study was designed to support Ofcom’s
Review of the Market for Standalone Landline Telephone Services (RMSLTS), which is
reviewing competition in this retail market. It will also inform future development of
engagement remedies. This project is in keeping with Ofcom’s overall long-term goals of
promoting competition for the benefit of consumers and preventing them from harm.

2.3

Research Objectives

The four core objectives of this study were to:
•

Enrich understanding about the current profile of Standalone Voice Customers (i.e.
Landline-only and Split-purchasers)
o Reveal current needs, interests and priorities
o Identify other service bundle purchases and experiences within the home.
o Understand levels of engagement with the wider market and drivers to this
o Unpick product engagement, understanding and usage
o Understand the role of loyalty
o Understand what motivates current standalone voice set up and current
choice of provider(s)
o Evaluate the extent to which the current products meet their needs and
perceived value for money
o Explore levels of engagement and satisfaction with their current provider(s)
o Explore awareness of providers in the landline market (and the fixed
broadband market)
o Understand perceptions around different brands/prices.

• To explore perceptions and experience of the switching process
o Explore attitudes and experiences of the switching process
o Unpick barriers and motivations to switching (in the communications market
and other markets)
13

o Explore levels of awareness and understanding of the switching process
o Identify the switching consideration journey; needs to be met and
information sources
o Uncover any gaps or unmet needs in the switching consideration journey
o Ascertain levels of recall of communications encouraging them to switch
tariff or supplier.

2.4

•

To identify influencers on customers’ switching consideration
o Explore factors that promote engagement with the market
o Understand role of family and friends in the decision-making process
o Understand factors that reassure customers about the switching process
o Explore understanding, engagement and perceived impact of potential broad
switching message themes (i.e. cost savings, ease of process, speed, logistics)
o Ascertain the role and importance of cost saving vs. other factors.

•

To specifically review communication messaging effectiveness
o Explore and identify priority information most likely to impact on likelihood
to consider switching
o Identify preferred sources for information and reasons for preference
o Ascertain priority information to reassure customers about the process
o Understand the impact of messages in challenging previous perceptions.

Methodology

2.4.1 Sample
Three distinct audience samples were engaged in this research, as shown in Figure 2 below:
Landline-only
No fixed broadband
Core
Standalone Voice
Customer Audiences

Split-purchasers
Landline and fixed
broadband with different suppliers

Recent Converts

Formerly Inactive
Standalone Voice
Customers

‘Active’ switch – deal/provider
in last 5 years

Figure 2: Audiences within the telephone/broadband market
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•

Landline-only: Customers who had landline and no fixed broadband in the home and
hadn’t switched landline provider in a number of years (5+ years)

•

Split-purchaser: Customers who held their landline and broadband with two
different providers outside of a bundle. Split-purchasers who buy both their landline
and broadband services from the same supplier but under separate contracts were
excluded due to the difficulty of identifying these participants.

•

Recent Converts: a suggested additional group of customers who were previously
inactive Standalone Voice customers and had either switched landline provider or
tariff, or switched to a bundled deal that incorporated landline and broadband under
the same supplier. The purpose of this was to understand what triggered this change
of behaviour.

2.4.2 Description and rationale
The research was qualitative in nature, incorporating a mix of focus group discussions,
household sessions, and follow-up telephone interviews.
Given the focus of the project was on gaining a better understanding of individual
circumstances and set-ups, current behaviours, and perceptions and attitudes of standalone
voice customers, the majority of our fieldwork was held in participants’ homes in a one-toone ‘depth interview’ environment. We did, however, treat these interviews as ‘household
sessions’ as opposed to strictly enforcing the idea of ‘one to one’ interviews. Where
relevant, joint decision-makers were interviewed together (a ‘paired depth’). Likewise,
where there were different decision-makers and influencers in the household for landline
and fixed broadband services, paired or mini-group sessions of 3-4 participants were
conducted.
We also held a small number of mini-groups with the core over 75 ‘Landline-only’ audience
providing a more dynamic environment for debate to inform effective engagement with this
audience.
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The diagram below (Figure 3) summarises our overall approach:

Figure 3: Research approach overview

Twenty-eight household sessions with Standalone Voice Customers (twelve with Landlineonly and sixteen with Split-purchaser customers) lasting one and a quarter hours each were
carried out in people’s homes. These interviews allowed in-depth exploration of current
behaviours and set up, attitudes towards switching, and reactions to test communications
designed to encourage consideration of switching.
Six household sessions with Recent Convert customers allowed for a deeper understanding
of their drivers to switch, experience of the process and key engagement messages.
Four mini-group discussions were conducted each lasting one and a half hours. These
sessions followed a similar structure to the household sessions, but allowed for greater
discussion and debate about the test stimulus communications.
Shortly after the original interviews a series of short (10-15 mins) follow-up reflective
telephone depths were conducted with a selection of the core Standalone Voice Customers.
These enabled us to understand what, if any, actions or considerations were taken following
the face-to-face session, including reflective thoughts on most impactful or engaging
messaging.
Prior to the household sessions recruits were instructed to collate the correspondence they
receive from their current landline (and, if applicable fixed broadband) provider; ideally
their most recent statement. This was then used to explore understanding and perception
of their current package within the interview.
Two fieldwork days (3 x household sessions and 2 x mini-groups) were conducted as pilot
sessions ahead of the majority of fieldwork to test the discussion flow and initially explore
the effectiveness of the test communications. Members of the Ofcom project team
attended these mini-group sessions to get first-hand understanding of Standalone Voice
Customers’ behaviours and attitudes, as well as to provide suggestions for changes to the
discussion guide and/or stimulus ahead of the remainder of the fieldwork.
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3

UNDERSTANDING STANDALONE VOICE CUSTOMERS

3.1

Landline-only

3.1.1 Heavy dependence on the landline
In this study, Landline-only customers were mostly older and often referred to their landline
as their ‘lifeline’; they relied on it heavily as their main method of day-to-day
communication. They frequently had a set routine of phone calls throughout the day to
friends and family established over a number of years. Usage of mobile phones was limited.
Those who had mobile phones tended to view use them only for ‘emergencies’ (for
example, needing to call someone when out of the home). Nevertheless, they were quick to
acknowledge that they often forgot to take their mobile phone out with them. Typically,
their mobiles were switched off or unused. No one in the study used a mobile phone to
access the internet.
Most felt more comfortable using their landline in comparison to mobile phones. Their
landline number was also the contact number most people had for them, with their mobile
number often only given to immediate family.
“I have a mobile, but I may as well not have one as I never take it out. I prefer my
landline and sitting down to have a proper conversation”
Landline-only, Under 75, Leeds

3.1.2 Broadly content with their current provider
In our sample, few Landline-only customers expressed any real negativity towards their
current deal. As few had experienced issues in the past, they were content with letting their
deal continue; there was no impetus or trigger driving them to consider switching to an
alternative provider.
Landline-only customers tended to be legacy customers who were unlikely to have ever
switched deals. Often they claimed to be with the same provider (usually BT) as when they
originally bought their property. In many cases this equated to decades of customer
‘loyalty’.
Whilst apathy played a part in this, this group of customers also tended to be more fearful
of change. They had trusted their current provider to deliver the service, having had a
satisfactory experience over a number of years, and had limited to no awareness of what
other services might offer elsewhere. Most of the Landline-only sample were more aware of
what they felt were the most important aspects of their package (for example, free calls
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abroad to a certain country, or 60 minutes’ free talk time), but struggled with other, more
in-depth details or features (such as paying for call screening).
“I've been with them for so long, that I really can't remember. I am a creature of
habit. I’m happy with what I've got and familiar with what I've got so I stay with
them”
Landline-only, Over 75, Leeds

“I get benefits from Talk Talk they allow me to call various countries without
charge because I pay a certain amount a month. I don't know an awful lot about
the type of contract I have, but I pay by direct debit”
Landline-only, Over 75, Leeds

3.1.3 Limited market engagement
Given their limited knowledge of the telecoms market, they often had little understanding
as to how their deal compared to others and whether it represented genuine value for
money. There was a general perception that all Landline deals were likely to have similar
price points.
This group of customers generally tended not to switch other household suppliers such as
insurance or energy. Many of them referenced being part of a generation that was taught
that they would be rewarded for loyalty and that they typically tended to stick to what they
knew. As such, a few described being with the “gas/electricity board” rather than referring
to them by more modern brand names.
“I'm loyal to certain companies if they are good to me as I don't like chopping
and changing providers, it's too much of a hassle. I've never considered changing
from Talk Talk as I'm quite happy and whoever I switch to might end up worse
than the one I came from”
Landline-only, Over 75, Glasgow
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“I’ve been with them so long that I can’t really remember. I’ve probably been
with them since we bought the house in 1969 and I’ve never really thought about
switching”
Landline-only, Over 75, Leeds

3.1.4 Fear of switching from the known to the unknown
Their limited switching experience led them to express other unchallenged perceptions that
acted as barriers to switching consideration. Many focused on the perceived authority of BT
(whom most in the sample were with for their landline) and felt that given they owned the
lines they were more likely to provide the best service or be in the best position to conduct
any repairs if something was to go wrong. As a result, customers justified their lack of
switching behaviour by advocating that they were better off being with them.
There were also a number of concerns focused on the process and fear of the unknown. A
particular worry was around losing the current, known telephone number and the perceived
hassle of needing to pass on any new details. As the landline was a ‘lifeline’ to customers,
any disruption to their service that meant they were unable to communicate with friends
and family in the event of an emergency was a big worry. There was a lack of understanding
about how long the overall process, and individual elements such as the set-up phone call,
would take. Given the low levels of confidence in their knowledge of the sector and other
providers, another key barrier that emerged was the fear of making a mistake, being unable
to rectify this, and being worse off as a result.
“I’m not sure how long the process would take; it’s just too much hassle”
Landline-only, Over 75, Midlands

“I think all landline deals are all on par with each other so there’s no point in
switching. To be quite honest you change one minute and then the next minute
the new one puts the prices up”
Landline-only, Over 75, Glasgow
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3.1.5 Dependent on others for help and guidance in key decision-making
Landline-only customers also tended to be more dependent on others to provide
information and help with decision-making. They were more likely to rely on family
members or close friends in a variety of situations where they felt unsure or unable, such as
paying bills, researching information online, and booking appointments. The fact that they
did not have internet access often accentuated their reliance on others to provide specific
information. The result was that they could feel deprived of information, and without that
knowledge they lacked confidence to act or change.
“I’m not very confident in researching things so I always ask my daughter or sonin-law for help”
Landline-only, Over 75, Glasgow

3.1.6 Lack of engagement with the Internet
Whilst most Landline-only customers were aware of the commonly understood ‘benefits’ of
the internet, they were generally uninterested in it and actively chose not to have it in their
home. For many, there was a reluctance to embrace it at this stage of their lives. Their lack
of knowledge about the internet often felt to them to be too large to rectify at their age.
They also tended to have a number of long-held concerns and perceptions about the safety
of the internet. A key barrier to engagement with the internet was a fear around security;
many commented on fraud scandals and scams they had seen in the press or heard via word
of mouth.
“I just have no need for it, you hear all this stuff about things going wrong and
scams, no it’s not for me”
Landline-only, Over 75, London

Amongst those who were a little more engaged, there was a further barrier concerning how
much they expected it to cost to be online in terms of outlay for the laptop or computer,
security packages and other equipment. While there was a consensus that they had no
interest in the internet in the home, some had work-around solutions. For example, a
couple liked to dedicate a day to visiting the library when they had a specific need such as
booking a holiday.
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However, many were likely to use the internet ‘indirectly’, asking friends and family to use
the internet on their behalf to purchase items, book travel or look up information such as
telephone numbers or photos.
“My daughter buys me coffee capsules online. They come from Amazon, they
come here. I don’t have to do anything other than say to her I need a refill. So
that’s handy!”
Landline-only, Over 75, Kent

Overall implications on Landline-only customers for Ofcom:
1. High levels of dependability
- Landline-only customers tended to rely heavily on family and friends to help
them with the majority of their decision making and as such they are an
important additional audience to be aware of to engage this audience
2. Attachment to the status quo
- Most Landline-only customers were content with their current service and have
not experienced any issues. As such, they have no strong ‘push’ driver or
instance to prompt switching consideration
3. Not switchers
- Typically, this group of customers have never switched provider for the majority
of household services. This had a significant impact on their levels of awareness
and confidence surrounding the process
4. Information-poor
- Given the absence of the internet, a default information source for many others,
Landline-only customers typically had low levels of awareness of other providers
in the market, typical deals and prices
5. Prominent concerns around the switching process
- Given their lack of experience switching generally, Landline-only customers had
a number of unchallenged perceptions particularly around the authority of BT
and concerns about the process. These customers tended to be older and see
switching in the main as not for them. Ultimately, they were fearful of change
and defaulted to expecting something to go wrong and being unable to sort it.
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3.2

Split-purchasers

3.2.1 More independent decision-makers
Compared to Landline-only customers, Split-purchasers were characteristically more
independent concerning decision-making about home products and services. In this study
they were generally younger, of working age and capable of making decisions
autonomously, without the help of family and friends.
Access to technology was much more prevalent, with devices such as computers, tablets or
mobile phones being used frequently at work and at home. As a result, they were
comfortable navigating online environments and often defaulted to searching online when
trying to find information.
“I went to Orange for a year and found that there really wasn’t much difference
so I went online and looked at Which? for the best broadband provider and
Plusnet came out tops, so I have been with them since that.”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Northern Ireland

3.2.2 Some experience of switching
Split-purchasers were also slightly more engaged in markets, not only telecoms but also
home services such as energy, with some having previous switching experience. As a result,
there was greater awareness of switching processes and what they typically involved.
“I’ve got 5 cars, believe it or not, and my house insurance and we put those to
market every year. This stuff, mobile phones, water, energy; I have switched
energy providers 2 or 3 years ago, but I ought to do it more often”
Split-purchaser, Over 55, Leeds

3.2.3 Focused on broadband and TV products, not the landline
In this study TV and broadband bundles were the priority products for Split-purchasers
rather than their landline, and this drove their engagement in the telecoms market.
Customers were often bundling broadband and TV with the same provider to get the best
entertainment package for the household, with separate landline provision. Furthermore,
this customer group tended to prefer using their mobile phone for telephone calls
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compared to their landline. As a result, some wondered whether removing their landline
from their home was an option as it was a rarely used resource.
“I still don't understand in this day and age why you need a landline. I really
don’t use it much at all”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Leeds

“I’m currently experiencing a lot of issues with the landline and I’m thinking
about whether I can get rid of it altogether. I used to use it a lot to call my son
who lives abroad, but we tend to use Skype or Whatsapp calls now as it’s free”
Split-purchaser, Over 55, Leeds

3.2.4 Range of engagement in the market
Amongst Split-purchasers there was a range of engagement levels, highlighted in figure 4:
LEGACY CUSTOMERS – HISTORIC DECISION

UNAWARE

Least engaged of the
split purchasers
• Unaware of market
prices
• Tendency to have
stuck with same
provider for years

LOW
PRIORITY

Some think they are on the
best deal for them… or at least
they were a few years ago
Often haven’t compared their
deal with other deals/providers
for some time and unsure if
they are getting the best value
for money

Increasing level of engagement
Figure 4: The three emerging Split-purchaser customer profiles
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CONSCIOUS
DECISION

Active choice to get broadband and
landline with different providers
• Best internet speeds
• Believe getting good deal/ value
for money
• Constrained by geography
(limited options)
• Influence of other household
occupants

The least engaged customers with the telecoms market were those generally unaware.
These Split-purchasers were most similar to Landline-only customers as they had tended to
stick with the same telecoms provider for a long period and were therefore unaware of the
wider telecoms market. They also lacked any drive to look elsewhere for their landline and
broadband, as they tended to be content with the deal and service currently provided to
them. They had often taken out broadband many years ago (in some cases when smaller
providers would not have offered landline services) and they had not looked at the deal
since.
The ‘low priority’ customer group claimed to be time poor. They had not looked into how
their deal compared with others in the market or value for money in a long time.
Furthermore, broadband and TV services took priority and were used on a daily basis, rather
than landline, which was used much less frequently.
Those in the ‘unaware’ and ‘low priority’ groups tended to be customers who had a legacy
deal and had not thought about moving telecom tariffs or providers for a number of years.
As a result they tended to be unaware of the potential benefits of bundling services
(particularly if they didn’t have a combined TV and broadband package).
To emphasise the fact that these customers tended to be less engaged in the market and
their product, it was found that some were actively paying for double landline provisions. In
these instances, customers tended to have a landline service included within their combined
TV and broadband package, alongside also paying for a separate landline service with a
different provider – this separate service was typically the legacy provision that they had not
actively looked into for a long period of time.
Ultimately, their failure to switch was driven by the fact that the landline service was simply
not seen as a priority spend or product for this customer group.
“I know I should give it attention and probably either get rid of it or move it
across but it doesn’t seem like that much money – I don’t notice it coming out.
It’s more important to me that my TV bundle is right with Sky than messing
about sorting who my landline I never use is with”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Cardiff

The most engaged group were conscious decision-makers. They were actively choosing to
have their landline and broadband services with different providers. Reasons ranged from
choosing the broadband provider with the best internet speeds (particularly fibre internet),
to being influenced by other members of their household. For example, younger members
of the household would organise and deal with the broadband and TV provisions (as these
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were a priority for them) and older members would take care of the landline provisions. In a
few cases geography influenced which providers customers went with for their landline and
broadband provisions. These customers tended to be aware of the advantages of bundle
deals but were limited in the broadband providers servicing their local area. Additionally,
some were actively waiting for a certain provider to come into the area (e.g. Virgin Media).
3.2.5 Perceptions around switching process still a key barrier
Hesitations around the switching process were apparent throughout the interviews even
though some customers were aware of what was involved in switching, having previously
switched a home services provider.
The concerns mainly focussed around the time it would take to switch. With this customer
group, time was stated to be a precious commodity and frustrations often arose regarding
dealing with call centres and being transferred to various departments before being able to
speak to an advisor who could deal with their enquiry. Additionally, the time taken for the
switch to become active, as well as the perceived need for an engineer to come to the home
was off-putting.
“I switch car insurance but not usually internet or phone packages because we’re
settled and time poor”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, London

“If I was thinking of switching then it would need to be worth my time and I
wouldn’t want to be in a contract longer than 12 months”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Leeds

“It just goes on, it’s just bloody stupid, the whole thing, all you want to do is find
some numbers out and it’s like trying to get blood out of a stone. I think it’d be half
a day of time before you finish messing about”
Split-purchaser, Over 55, Leeds
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Overall implications on Split-purchaser customers for Ofcom:
•
-

•
-

•
-

•
-

3.3

Capable but prone to assumptions
These customers were able to use the internet to look up alternatives, but were
unlikely to do so. As such, it will be important to consider how best to challenge
these assumptions and prompt them to do their own research online
Consider the role of TV / entertainment packages
These products were typically driving Split-purchasers’ current telecoms set-ups.
Consequently, any communications will need to take into account the importance
of TV in product choice, particularly in any options given
Alleviating concerns about process
Concerns around the time and effort to switch was a key barrier for these
customers, so reassurance will be required within any communications to engage
and encourage action
Need to disrupt current behaviour
Split-purchasers tended to be generally apathetic towards their landline product.
As such any communications will need to grab their attention (more direct
language about overpaying) to prompt and challenge customers to rethink their
current behaviour

Recent Converts

Five of the six Recent Converts in this study were ex- Split-purchasers who had switched to a
bundle deal and as such tended to be more independent and aware of deals in the telecoms
market.
“For me, I always consider price and connectivity when looking at telecoms
provider.”
Recent Converts, Over 65, Leeds

They were also therefore more inclined to prioritise their TV and broadband entertainment
deal over their landline. They were typically happy with the deal they had converted to, but
were open to the possibility of switching again in the future. The experience of switching
had given many of them confidence in the ease of the process and a greater appreciation of
other providers, deals and prices in the market.
“I’m definitely going to look to switch again if the prices go up. I had not really
looked at deals regularly before, but as people say you should not sit back on
your laurels. I was gobsmacked I could save that much.”
Recent Converts, Under 65, Birmingham
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3.3.1 Trigger to switch had been a ‘push’ factor, not a pull
Most had been ‘pushed’ to switch rather than ‘pulled’ in by an offer from a specific
provider. ‘Push’ factors cited included:
•

•
•

The influence of others. Pressure from family or friends to look into
bundling/switching deals had typically resulted from a ‘chance’ conversation or sight
of their bill(s). The fact that family or friends were encouraging gave them impetus
to take action. Figure 10 and 11 below show two examples of case studies of recent
converts encouraged by friends/family to take action.
Poor service from their current provider, in particular related to poor internet
provision.
Changes in family circumstances such as, someone leaving the home or a
fluctuation in budget were also mentioned as a prompt to switching as it
encouraged customers to reflect on whether their product still met their needs.
“My son changed his internet provider and then we started to look at it and it
looked pretty good. My son likes us to keep up-to-date, he wants us to get a new
computer but this one does what I want”
Recent Converts, Over 65, Northern Ireland

3.3.2 Ease of the switching process and convenience of one bill
Recent Converts had typically found the process of switching to be easier than expected and
were keen to point this out as a major positive. In particular, they highlighted that the
process had eliminated a number of their previously held concerns and barriers. They found
the process to be easier to manage than they had anticipated in terms of negotiating the
deal and the actual installation. The ability to change their mind for a certain number of
days following the switch had alleviated some of their residual concerns around the
ramifications and impact if something was to go wrong.
“I was with Talk Talk for 11 years until recently - I've just moved to BT. My friend
could never understand why I stayed with Talk Talk… she said why are you staying
with them as I am only paying half of that. I rang BT and told them everything and
that I wanted to change over – it was really easy. They sort it all out for you which
was a big relief for me”
Recent Converts, Over 65, Leeds
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Post-process, these customers tended to be pleasantly surprised at the value of savings and
the convenience they received from bundling their products together with one provider.
Overall implications on Recent Convert customers for Ofcom:
1. Role of the family
- Recent Convert interviews highlighted, as expected, that family played a key role in
galvanising customers to take action to switch. It generally appeared that few would
have switched without the encouragement and pressure of trusted outside
influences.
2. Changing circumstances is also a catalyst to switching consideration
- Some Recent Converts had been pushed to look into switching by personal changes
in circumstances (i.e. reduced budget) or external changes (i.e. a new provider
moving to the area) that prompted them to look into their set-up
3. ‘Easy’ is a key word to be reinforced
- Recent converts who had been through the process of switching emphasised a
number of elements to the process that they felt were easier than they would have
expected and therefore key to reference in any communication strategy. These
included: ease of process, ease of negotiating the deal and ease of managing the
product under one provider
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4

KEY CUSTOMER CHARACTERISTICS WHICH DETERMINE LIKELY
REACTION TO COMMUNICATIONS

Two key factors emerged as central to profiling Standalone Voice Customers.
•

•

Firstly, their level of independence; how capable they were to make decisions on
their own or alternatively rely on others to help research, guide and action decisions.
Customers’ level of independence was typically related to their access to technology
to help inform choices and the subsequent confidence it evokes in the soundness of
any decisions.
Secondly, their degree of engagement in the telecoms market. Associated with that
was the extent to which they were aware of other providers in the market, typical
products, services and prices. Levels of engagement were typically correlated with
their amount of concern about the process (i.e. those least engaged were least
informed and as such tended to have the most unchallenged concerns about the
process). Those who were more engaged and privy to deals or prices in the market
tended to more readily understand and trust in the benefits of switching.

When these two factors were plotted against each other, the Standalone Voice Customers
broadly clustered into two key separate groups on the matrix, as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Standalone Voice Customer matrix – how they cluster
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Typically, Landline-only customers were more of a homogenous group that clustered in the
quadrant of less engaged in the market and more dependent on others for guidance in
decision-making.
Split-purchasers tended to be independent decision-makers who were capable of
researching and acting on their own, but their level of engagement with the market was
more likely to vary across a broader range.
As such, any communication strategy will need to treat and target these two customer
groups differently based on their divergent profiles, thus:
•

•

Landline-only customers’ low levels of engagement in the market and decisionmaking means it will be important to consider strategies that proactively engage
others, such as family or friends, to act on their part.
Whereas for Split-purchaser customers, key messages in any communications should
focus on the level of savings to influence and disrupt behaviour across a range of
levels of market engagement. Given their current levels of independence, it will also
be important to consider ways in which to signpost these types of customers to
online solutions where they can tweak outcomes based on specific needs.
“I’d always check everything with my son when he visits, I wouldn’t be confident
doing anything by myself”
Landline-only, Under 75, Glasgow

“I think everything comes down to price and good value for money for what I
need”
Split-purchaser, Over 55, Leeds
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5

REACTION TO TEST COMMUNICATIONS

5.1

Overview of the materials tested

A key objective of this research was to gauge Standalone Voice Customers’ reactions to a
series of test communications designed to encourage switching consideration. These test
communications were developed by Ofcom to be suitable for each audience, and for
Landline-only customers to be relevant to their tariff type (e.g. Weekend or Anytime calls) to
ensure any price points mentioned felt appropriate and engaging.
In devising the letters, Ofcom created a number of key differences between the
communications in terms of sender, headline, tone, amount of information, layout and
visuals, message framing, and method of displaying the saving amount. By doing this, it
allowed the researcher to probe on these differences in the sessions to unpick any
preferences and levels of importance attributed to different facets of the letters. The
purpose of the letters was to provide variations in style, tone and information needs to
facilitate discussions, rather than necessarily reflecting the types of letters that might be
used in practice. Copies of the letters tested can be found in the appendix of this report,
alongside a matrix detailing the differences between the letters.
At recruitment stage, we asked participants the type of package they were currently on to
ensure the session focused on the most relevant set of letters. In addition, across the
sessions we rotated the order in which we showed the letters to help combat any order bias
around when the letters appear in relation to each other.
In summary, the letters (which are in appendix to the report - section 7.3) were:
•

Landline-only (different figures for those on Anytime, Evening & Weekends and
Weekends only deals)
o Letter 1: from their current provider, advising them to switch deals with their
provider; call to action was a phone number to call their current provider or a
tear-off slip to complete the change of deal without need for dialogue
o Letter 2: from their current provider, advising them that switching provider
(highlighting the company offering the cheapest tariff in the market) could
save £x amount per month; call to action was to call the cheapest provider to
get this switch in motion
o Letter 3: from Ofcom, advising them that they could save ‘up to x%’ by
switching provider, and suggesting the current cheapest provider in the
market. Tear-off slip to find out more information
o Letter 4: from Ofcom, incorporating a case study testimony from a landlineonly customer who had switched provider and saved £x per year. Call to
action was to speak to Ofcom to find out more.
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•

5.2

Split-purchasers:
o Letter 1: from their current landline provider, advising them to switch
broadband deal to them (i.e. bundle); call to action was a phone number for
their current landline provider or a tear-off slip to find out more about
switching to this provider for broadband
o Letter 2: from their current landline provider, advising them that bundling
their broadband and landline service (highlighting the cheapest bundled
services in the market) could save £x amount per month; call to action was to
call the cheapest bundle provider to get this switch in motion
o Letter 3: from Ofcom, advising them that they could save ‘up to 40%’ by
bundling their broadband and landline, and identifying the current cheapest
bundle provider in the market. Tear-off slip to find out more information on
switching to the cheapest provider
o Letter 4: from Ofcom, incorporating a case study testimony from a Splitpurchaser who had bundled their landline and broadband services with the
current cheapest bundle provider and saved £x per year. Call to action was to
speak to Ofcom to find out more.

Overview of reaction of Landline-only Customers

This section looks at reactions to the communications tested at an overall level with more
detail provided within the appendix (section 7.3).
Overall, in our study Letters 1 and 2 received a more positive response from Landline-only
customers than Letters 3 and 4.
Letters 1 and 2 more effectively communicated with this audience for a number of key
reasons:
•
•
•

Familiar sender – the letter was from their current provider and therefore given
more attention and more likely to be read.
Clear monetary benefits of switching – well highlighted, personal and clearly
presented.
Succinct level of detail – seen as not too long, key detail prominent (i.e. saving
information and/or reassurances about the switching process).
“When you see it in green and blue it’s an awful lot of money difference and I
might start thinking this is ridiculous”
Landline-only, Under 75, Leeds
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That said the calls to action with Letters 1 and 2 did not always elicit a positive response.
For some, tear-off slips (Letter 1) were seen as a hassle or not time efficient. In addition,
there was a reticence amongst Landline-only customers to call a competitor to activate a
switch (as per Letter 2). They were much more likely to call their current provider to
understand more about why they had received the letter, and wanted this option to be
signposted.
Also, Ofcom’s role was not always noted in Letter 2 and could therefore prompt some
confusion and concern about why their current provider would be seeking for them to
switch to a competitor. As such, Ofcom’s role needed greater standout than it currently
has. The role of Ofcom is examined in further detail in section 6.
Letters 3 and 4 typically were more likely to be ignored or not acted on. Reasons for this
were:
•

•
•

Unfamiliar sender – participants were typically inclined to dismiss messages or not
read them as closely if the letter was from unfamiliar providers or organisations
(including Ofcom, who most in our sample had not heard of)
Savings did not stand out in the letter detail – participants often struggled to note
them, or had switched off to the detail before they got to the savings
Calls to action too assertive (unlikely to contact a competitor as a first step)
“You wouldn’t fill that (tear-off slip) in unless you were going to switch”
Landline-only, Over 75, London

Specifically, participants felt Letter 3 contained too much detail. Participants often stated
they felt it was a densely written letter, making it hard to pick out the benefits and
reassurances.
For some, the positioning of Letter 4 felt too contrived. Although a few felt ‘Joan’s’
testimony was relatable, many in the study queried how ‘relevant’ the case study would be
to their situation.
In addition, letter 4 left many confused. They were unclear who Ofcom were and why they
wanted them to consider switching provider.
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5.3

Overview of reaction of Split-purchaser Customers

Overall, currently none of the communications felt likely to initiate a positive call to action
from Split-purchasers. That said, Letter 2 felt most tailored and likely to engage attention.
This communication managed to display key comparison information in a compelling way
via the graphical presentation of their current deal versus the best deal. Deal information
also felt sufficiently personalised to make comparison meaningful and easy to engage in. In
addition, the reassurances about the process of switching were easy to digest and largely
convinced.
“This (Letter 2) would be first choice. It has an exact financial comparison which I
think is good”
Split-purchaser, Over 55, London

However, Split-purchasers suggested Letter 2’s call to action was unlikely to have much
impact. They stated that they wanted to have more control over any decision-making rather
than being presented with a single recommendation; there was a desire to make an
‘informed’ choice and be able to compare the deals in more granular detail.
Other letters failed to engage and impart information with the Split-purchaser customers in
this study. Letters 1, 3 and 4 were neither getting nor holding their attention, being
dismissed as too detailed or lacking relevance. Collectively, Split-purchasers identified the
following issues:
•

None of the communications were focusing on key areas of interest i.e. a bundle
with the TV offer at the forefront and/or comparable details of the broadband deal

•

Benefits (i.e. savings) were lost in the detail – communications seen as too dense
and or lacking stand out

•

Calls to action were not engaging them – they saw them as too ‘prescriptive’,
whereas often Split-purchasers wanted signposting to a neutral online destination
for further information and to explore their options

•

Claimed to be more time poor/simply less engaged – typically Split-purchasers said
they dismissed as junk mail a lot of post that looks/feels similar.
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6

RULES OF THUMB FOR COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY

6.1

Emerging typologies in relation to communications

Four broad typologies emerged in relation to customers’ potential to switch provider or deal
and engage with communications as shown in figure 6 below.

Figure 6: Typologies concerning reactions to communications

6.1.1 Apathetic and Entrenched
Predominantly landline-only customers in this study, they tended to have particularly long
held beliefs and behaviours and were not engaged in the telecoms market. These customers
represent a particularly big challenge to engage; they were the most likely to hold
entrenched views about needing to switch and any advice and messaging appears likely to
be deflected or dismissed.
A key strategy to engage them will be via the family directly. A method that a few
participants supported was addressing family and friends via bills to raise awareness and
prompt wider family members or friends to speak to people with landline-only set-ups.
Another key message to promote within the communications will be reassurance around
the process; in particular that they will get to keep their own number and that there would
be limited disruption to landline service during any switch process.
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6.1.2 Open but Unaware
Typically a mix of more dependent Landline-only and more independent Split-purchasers,
these customers were open to the idea of switching and less brand loyal. However, they
were typically information poor or simply harder to engage in telecoms communications. As
such, they were unaware what the process would entail or the benefits of switching, which
tended to lead them to stay with what they already knew.
Landline-only customers were more likely to read the test communications and potentially
share them with family rather than dismissing the content outright. For these customers, a
softer call to action will be important to elicit a response (for example, to discuss with your
family or your current provider). Alongside this, more prominent information about the
process of switching will be important to reassure.
In contrast, Split-purchasers appeared to need a more direct tone to grab their attention
and disrupt current inert behaviours. Combatting low awareness with an emotive message
about ‘losing out’ (i.e. overpaying) was more likely to engage.

6.1.3 Aware but Deprioritised
Typically, the aware but deprioritised were Split-purchasers; they tended to have switched
in the past and as such were more open to the idea of doing so in the future. However, they
had not reviewed their telecoms product(s) recently due to them being low priorities and a
manageable cost.
Deprioritising the product and switching tended to be attributed to a lack of time. As such,
overcoming process barriers will be key to consider in any communications.

6.1.4 Solution Focused
Typically Recent Converts and to a lesser degree Split-purchasers, these were the most
independent customers who tended to switch other products and services more regularly in
reaction to specific needs.
Potential strategies to engage this group better could focus on directing them to an online
option where they could compare personalised deals in more granular detail.
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6.2

Rules of thumb for engaging Landline-only customers

Typically the ‘Apathetic & Entrenched’ and the ‘Open but Unaware’, their key defining
characteristics were that they were the least independent and least engaged audience.
Whilst they were likely to read postal correspondence, they were typically less open to
specific switching messages. In order to encourage engagement with future telecoms
communications, a number of key factors that need to be taken into consideration were
identified and these have been outlined below.
A series of rules of thumb emerge for engaging Landline-only customers, divided into three
core elements of the communication:
•
•
•

Getting their attention
Imparting information
Encouraging action.

6.2.1 Getting their attention
They are more likely to read a letter from their provider
Landline-only customers in this sample were most likely to read letter communications
more carefully than the younger, more time poor Split-purchasers. Any messages from their
own provider were more appealing as such companies were familiar and trusted, with
information originating from alternative sources often questioned, misunderstood or
dismissed entirely.
“Coming from my current provider, it feels more relevant and personal”
Landline-only, Over 75, Glasgow

There was a clear drop off in engagement when the communication came from Ofcom. This
was usually due to low awareness of Ofcom and its role, which risked misconstruing the
organisation as a competitor provider of telecoms services.
Although organisations such as Citizens Advice, Which? and Money Saving Expert (aka
Martin Lewis) were popular, familiar and perceived as neutral, there was concern about this
style of correspondence from these providers breaching data protection. For example, if one
of these organisations sent communications stating how much a customer was paying now,
the customer would be concerned about how the organisation would have accessed this
information.
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However, as discussed in section 6.5, there were spontaneous calls for Ofcom to approach
the neutral consumer organisations to get them to endorse the Market Review and raise
awareness that they and others in their position could also be overpaying.
“I’d want it to come from my current provider. I don’t know who Ofcom are to be
honest so I’d probably not open a letter from them”
Landline-only, Over 75, London

Headline needs to engage and not unduly worry
Landline-only customers tended to be more vulnerable, given their older age and higher
dependency on others to guide decision-making. As a result, they were more likely to
respond positively to communications positioned as a gain rather than a loss. More
assertive, direct language could be construed as negative, unnecessary and worrying, which
could lead to the message being rejected.
Personally addressing customers was also important; to feel the correspondence was
directly addressing their situation, not feeling more generically aimed at ‘people like them’.
“How do they know what saving I’m losing (in reference to 40%)? They shouldn’t
know what bills I’m getting, that's my private business so I reckon this is a bit of
twaddle … it makes me mistrust them”
Landline-only, Over 75, Glasgow

6.2.2 Imparting information
The balance of ‘personal’ and ‘reassuring’ information is important to maintain
engagement.
There was a clear preference for seeing a ‘before and after’ cost comparison in switching
correspondence i.e. their personal spending information set against what they could be
spending per month. This was personalised, gave them a clear and tangible sense of what
they could be saving. Saving £x a month on what they currently paid was also easy to
quantify and had appeal (although not as strikingly presented in this study). In comparison,
spend per year or percentage savings felt less immediately clear, required mental
calculations and were therefore less straightforward to quantify the ‘personal’ impact.
Personalisation in any future communication strategy helps engage, as they tended to
dismiss messages as ‘sales talk’ if not addressed to them personally. ‘Non-personalised’
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communication often blended in with other sales and advertising correspondence and was
often disregarded. Personal information on communications (such as their current bill price
or tariff) was more likely to be trusted when the communications came from their current
provider. From other providers or organisations there was concern about breaches of data
security i.e. about how did they know this information?
“I get so much sales-y, marketing stuff through the post that I just don’t bother
looking at it, straight in the bin”
Landline-only, Over 75, Belfast

Graphics helped to accentuate the key information and drew their attention. The side-byside graphics in Letter 2 did this effectively. They saw the imagery as breaking up the text
and this had the overall impact of making the letter feel less dense and easier to digest.
Letter 4’s use of the speech bubble also drew the eye and made the information less
overwhelming.
In contrast, multiple paragraph letters (more ‘standard’ letter format) were less engaging
and it was evident that Letter 3, in particular, was not always read fully.
“It's [Letter 2] more concise than letter 1, it gives you a little list of what you will
get by switching. The boxes you notice straight away, you do not have to look
down the whole letter to get to the information that you receive”
Landline-only, Over 75, London

Not a single Landline-only customer in the study mentioned who the letter was from (CEO
vs. customer team), and they did not appear to pay any attention to this or add any sense of
feeling personally addressed. When prompted, across all participants in the study it was
claimed that it did not influence reaction to the letters.

Prominent reassurances about process of switching
Although savings were a reason to take action, Landline-only customers will need further
encouragement and reassurance about what is involved in the switching process. Their
limited switching experience led them to express unchallenged perceptions and
misinformation that acted as barriers to switching consideration. Key elements of the
communication strategy needed to ensure that the switching process is explained explicitly
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and centres on the simplicity of the process. Any reassurance about the ability to ‘change
their mind’ is also viewed positively, as a considerable barrier to engagement and switching
in general was the fear of making the wrong decision and being worse off for it.

Ensure product suggestions are like-for-like
These legacy customers had tariffs that they felt suited their needs with an overarching
understanding of the elements of their deal (e.g. evening calls from 6pm, any overseas free
calls etc.). As a result, any future communication needed to ensure that any suggested new
deal at least replicates their current deal. Customers felt it would make it easier to compare
deals and assess the benefits and drawbacks, but might also encourage reading the
communication more thoroughly.
“I'd want to see it written down what’s what and how long before the price goes
up”
Landline-only, Under 75, Cardiff

Inform them about other market providers
Landline-only customers were generally unaware of other providers in the telecoms market;
they tended to be legacy customers who had not switched provider or deal for a number of
years. In particular, most were with BT as they were the only provider available to them
when they first got landline within their homes. Therefore, they needed educating about
alternative providers to help raise awareness of the wider market and encourage
engagement in any future messaging strategy.

6.2.3 Encouraging Action
Smaller steps and engaging the wider family will be important elements for enabling action.

Switching deal is more likely than switching provider
The lack of engagement and lack of independence in decision-making means staying with
the same provider and switching tariffs was much more appealing than moving to an
alternative provider. They were familiar with their current billing process and customer
service and trusted their provider, so they were therefore more comfortable with the idea
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of switching deal when they were already familiar with certain key elements. They
perceived such a change as less upheaval and disruption and therefore more appealing.
In most cases, there was a desire to call their current provider as a priority action. In this
respect, there were requests for the provision of a clearly designated Freephone number to
call to discuss this letter and the implications. There was acceptance of the idea of their
current provider proactively telephoning them to discuss the implications in the letter.
Although a few were less happy about not knowing when they might call, if they had been
pre-warned they did not see this as too intrusive. However, this was not the case for
competitors. There was little appetite for proactive calls from other providers to encourage
them to switch deal, seeing this as intrusive and ‘pushy’.

Encourage them to talk to family and make it easier for family to be proxy decisionmakers
In any future communications, it will be important to consider external influencers and a
clear call to action to consult others.
“If the phone broke I would get my son to look at it”
Landline-only, Over 75, London

Due to the fact that family members were heavy influencers on Landline-only customers in
the decision-making process, it is worth considering if future communications should
engage other family members directly and encourage them to take control and make the
decision on behalf of their family member. An example would be placing messages on bills
“Do you know anyone on a landline-only deal?” This may prompt customers to look at their
bills and the bills of their family members (particularly older relatives/friends) and
encourage engagement within the telecommunication market.
“They’ll (children) take me into the office in Cardiff and I’ll do it there so I can sign
some papers”
Landline-only, Under75, Cardiff

The tear-off slip as per Letter 1 was potentially useful for the proxy decision-makers to fasttrack this decision without the reported time consuming frustrations of having to telephone
on behalf of another family member.
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“The tear-off slip is good but you have to go find an envelope and a stamp - I'd rather
have a phone number”
Landline-only, Over 75, London

"It says please switch my tariff to home phone saver - well you wouldn’t want them to
do that straight away, you'd want to talk to someone. I might talk to my son or
daughter about it first as it just assumes you’ll agree to this happening automatically”
Landline-only, Over 75, Leeds

A disruptive message might provoke action
Whilst on the one hand, messages that confuse have the potential to be dismissed outright;
conversely, it could increase customers’ inclination to show family members or read in more
detail in an attempt to understand it. This appeared to be the case with Letter 2.
Summary checklist of communication needs for Landline-only Customers
Overall, Landline-only priorities were as shown in Figure 7:

Figure 7: Summary of key needs from communications to Landline-only Customers
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6.3

Rules of thumb for engaging Split-purchasers

Split-purchaser customers were a less homogenous group; ranging from ‘Open but
Unaware’ through to more ‘Solutions Focused’ customers. Overall, they tended to be more
open and accepting of switching messages within communications compared to Landlineonly customers. Yet, likelihood of reading any communications in the first instance was
more unclear. We have identified a series of key elements to consider which have been
outlined below.

6.3.1 Getting their attention
Lead with the broadband and or TV deal (not the landline)
Although customers had online access, Split-purchasers acknowledged that a letter was
more likely to get their attention than an email; they got less physical mail, they nearly
always picked it up and opened it. Like Landline-only customers, Split-purchasers were
more likely to read correspondence from their current providers than from the less familiar
Ofcom. However, unlike Landline Customers, they were more open to correspondence from
other providers, if it was tapping into relevant offers i.e. a good deal on high quality
broadband or a compelling entertainment package with TV part of the bundle.
TV and broadband packages were the priority telecoms services for many of the customers
in our sample, with the landline rarely used. Customers tended to use their mobile phone as
the main method of voice communication on a day-to-day basis. This contributed to
household landline services feeling a secondary consideration. As a result, any
communications that focussed on changing landline deal were often ignored and/or
dismissed; this was not the priority product. Ultimately, TV and broadband deals drove Splitpurchaser engagement in the telecoms market, with many customers bundling these
services together to get the best deal, with particular focus on fast broadband deals and
fibre internet.
Therefore it will be important to think about the focus of future communications for this
customer group as it may be easier to encourage customers to move their landline to their
current broadband provider, rather than vice versa.
“We only use the landline to find the mobile”
Split-purchaser, Over 55, London
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Although neutral organisations such as Which? and Money Saving Expert were seen as
credible sources of information on switching, there was still a desire to be signposted online
to explore options more fully.

Communications need a stand out headline
Overall, in this study more Split-purchasers responded positively to a direct message (for
example, ‘you are overpaying’), which avoided a junk mail/sales tone and made them more
inclined to read on. They also liked feeling personally addressed (use of ‘you’ or ‘your’) as a
way of maintaining engagement.
The increased engagement and switching experience of this customer group meant a
stronger message was more likely to have more impact and encourage them to consider if
their current set-up was fit for purpose. Furthermore, for these customers the switch
needed to have a clear benefit to drive action given the landline product was a low priority
and infrequently used.

Avoid junk mail feel
In addition to creating a stand out headline, any future communications will need to stand
out from any mass marketing or junk mail that customers receive on a regular basis and
quickly dismiss. Communications that include overtly ‘salesy’ headlines (e.g. the question
format headlines) or elements such as generic case studies were more likely to be dismissed
as inauthentic or disingenuous. Furthermore, with this audience generally being of a
younger age compared to Landline-only customers, they tended to look for reason to
disengage with provider post. Anything clearly earmarked as a bill or important information
was kept, but there was limited engagement with any other such communication.

“I see that kind of thing (letter 1) five times a week”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Glasgow

In terms of the sign off, there was no spontaneous mention of whom within the
organisation the letter had come from. This appeared to play no role in their reaction to the
detail.
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6.3.2 Imparting information

Compare details of broadband (speed, capacity etc.)
As mentioned, broadband was often the key product driving engagement within the
telecoms market for many Split-purchasers, with it being relied on heavily both for work and
pleasure. Similar to Landline-only customers, it will be important for any future
communications to compare like-for-like deals to ease understanding and encourage
engagement. Specifically for Split-purchasers the emphasis and theme of the
communications should focus around broadband speeds and capacity as this is of highest
priority and interest. It was also important to raise awareness that their broadband provider
should be able to provide a landline bundle that would save them money.
Like Landline-only Customers, Split-purchasers had a clear preference for prominent ‘before
and after’ cost comparisons (as per Letter 2). This felt personalised and gave them a clear
and tangible sense of what they could be saving.
Like Landline-only Customers, the side-by-side graphical presentation of deals (as per letter
2) was important to help make savings tangible and meaningful for Split-purchasers. These
drew their attention and highlighted the personal impact of switching provider. Although
Letter 4’s use of a speech bubble helped draw their attention, they suggested information
within the speech bubble had limited stand out.
More standard letter formats (letter 1 and 3) were less engaging overall and seen as
obfuscating key details.
Split-purchasers were also quick to dismiss overly generic comparisons (e.g. ‘up to x%’) as
unlikely to be relevant to their situation.

Bundling with TV packages more interesting for some
Some Split-purchasers had a deal where they bundled their TV and Broadband packages
with the same provider, keeping their landline separate. Additionally some customers had
‘double landline’ where they were paying for a landline provision within their TV and
Broadband bundle as well as paying for it separately with an alternative provider. However,
most customers were unaware this was their set-up until discussed in detail during the
research. Ultimately, for this customer group, TV and Broadband were priority products and
therefore need to be clearly mentioned in any future communications strategy to encourage
engagement.
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Ensure process feels seamless and quick
A key barrier to engagement for this audience was the concern about the amount of time
taken to negotiate the switching process with the new provider. These customers were
generally younger, often of working age and tended to be time poor. As a result, it will be
important that any future communication messages detail the switching process and
reassure the customer of its speed and simplicity. This will be particularly important to help
combat the disinterest associated with managing a low priority product.

6.3.3 Encouraging action
Driving the customer to a more detailed, tailored view of their options online
Most Split-purchasers in the study were comfortable with the idea of telephoning their
current providers (landline and broadband) to discuss bundled deals. However, there was a
greater inclination to look online and be signposted to comparison information that they
could look at in their own time in as much detail as they liked. Therefore, there was a desire
to see links to URLs with personal passwords to get to tailored comparison data.
Some of those customers who had experience with switching had previously viewed price
comparison sites as a way to try to understand the market and to find the best deal for
them. In future communications, allowing customers to conduct their own research should
offer a sense of control and provide greater flexibility to tailor products and or bundles to
suit specific needs.
Overall, the Split-purchasers in this study were unlikely to respond to tear-off slips. They
saw these as offering too slow and too protracted a solution when online solutions were
feasible and more convenient.
“I don’t like the letters where it just tells you to ring the company – I’m just never
going to get around to it”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Leeds

“I wouldn’t really go just with the provider in the letter I would look online as
well”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Cardiff
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Summary checklist of communication needs for Split-purchaser Customers
Overall, Split-purchaser priorities were as shown in figure 8:

Figure 8: Summary of key needs from communications to Split-purchasers
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6.4

Unifying communications rules of thumb that work across all
Standalone Voice Customers

6.4.1 Direction for communications across all audiences
Despite some clear difference in tone, content and calls to action across the Standalone
Voice Customer audience, there were some clear similarities in the presentation of details
within communications.
All customers were seeking short, succinct communications with clear use of graphics to aid
the communication. They were far more likely to take in key information from this format
than the more detailed ‘standard’ letter format.
“I like letter 2 it’s more eye catching. You can see how much immediately and it’s
got all the key points very clearly”
Landline-only, Under 75, London

In addition, personalised savings, rather generic statistics held the attention of all
audiences. For example, ‘you are currently paying X you could be paying Y’ was seen as
addressing them and their situation as opposed to ‘saving up to 40%’, a message that was
more readily deflected as ‘not relevant to me’.
The direct, clear comparisons (the ‘before’ and ‘after’) drew their attention to key
information and provided a clear and tangible saving.
All sought simple bulleted reassurances about the switching process. Three key points
were important: reassuring about lack of interruption to service, keeping their phone
number and no need for any visits.
‘Softer’ calls to action were also apparent across Standalone Voice customer audiences.
There was a clear desire as a first step to be able to call their current provider via a
Freephone number for more details on their options. For the more dependent or
vulnerable audiences (including a few Split-purchasers in the study), gentler encouragement
to speak to/engage other family members in the process if still concerned was also
important to get across as an initial first step.

6.4.2 When to receive communications
Most were receptive to the idea of information being separate from their bills. If the
correspondence was part of their bill, there was more danger of them not reading the
information properly or their focus being taken by competing bill information. The possible
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exception to this was suggestions that Ofcom could be raising awareness of the Market
Review via information contained in bills to all customers.
There were some suggestions that ideally the correspondence would be received around
the same time as quarterly bills taking advantage of any heightened engagement, and
potentially higher awareness of their payments.
Ultimately, if the correspondence was from their current provider it was likely to be opened
anytime. However, it needed to be distinguishable from generic ‘junk mail’ post which many
respondents said they received all of the time and threw away after a glance (even if this
was received from their current provider).
There was less confidence the same level of attention would be given to correspondence
from other providers or Ofcom (unless Ofcom did more to raise awareness of the Market
Review).

6.5

Role of Ofcom in communications strategy

It was evident from the follow-up telephone depths with a range of Standalone Voice
Customers that Ofcom’s role needed to stand out more.
In this study, most were unaware of Ofcom or its role, and frequently did not take on board
this explanation when reading correspondence. In particular, the graphics of Letter 2 drew
their eyes away from the opening statement.
Where customers were aware of Ofcom, this could add a degree of reassurance about the
bone fide nature of the communication. When read, Ofcom’s role as described via a second
page to the letter was reassuring. This information aided understanding about the telecoms
market, their overpayment and Ofcom’s role in the Market Review. However, there was
evidence to suggest few will read this far.
Follow-up telephone interviews conducted one to two weeks after the initial face-to-face
interview indicated that those who read about Ofcom’s role more thoroughly had taken
more action since, including speaking to relatives, calling their provider and in a couple of
cases having looked in to switching supplier.
Therefore, it was suggested that the brief explanation of the Review in the letter needed to
stand out more. Suggestions included putting one/two sentence explanations upfront in a
box to help it take readers’ attention.
Separately, it was suggested that endorsement of Ofcom’s Review by respected third party
organisations should help raise awareness of Ofcom’s name and role e.g. Which? or Money
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Saving Expert highlighting the Review should also help familiarise and make customers more
aware that they could be on a better deal.
“If the switching message was backed by Ofcom I would be very interested in
what they would have to say. I think they would try to do the best thing for
people, but I’m not sure on how much power they have”
Landline-only group, Over 65, Leeds
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7

APPENDICES

7.1

Qualitative discussion guide

7.1.1 Discussion Guide – Landline-only – Household session
Discussion Plan Overview
Introduction/warm up

Purpose of section:

2-3 minutes

Put respondent at ease, introduce the research, find out
some background details of respondents, relax them, get
the respondent talking
Purpose of section:

15 Minutes

To explore general context of home services in the home –
who they have their services with and why
•
Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’
importance)
•
How significant is the cost compared to other
bills/services)
•
Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband
provider and awareness of the market (providers, deals,
etc.)
•
Role of trust/reputation/quality of service in current
provider choice(s)
Purpose of section:

10 minutes

To unpick attitudes and openness towards switching tariff
and/or switching provider
•
To understand if they ever consider switching and the
motivations & barriers and explore perceptions of process
in general
Purpose of section:

5 mins

Unpick expectations of switching process (key
barriers/hurdles e.g. loss of service; having to change
phone number; engineer visiting your home.)
Purpose of section:

35 mins

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would
encourage consideration of switching
•
Potential sources of information/encouragement (who
from/why?)
•
Spontaneous ideas about what would make them act?
What would make it easier to actually switch
tariff/provider?
•
KEY STIMULUS: REACTION TO TEST COMMS (rotate order
to explore messaging, source and mechanics). Prompted
reaction to information on savings/keeping
number/reliability of other provider, etc. and role of
Ofcom
•
KEY STIMULUS: Prompt with stimulus of switching process
– explore impact on perceptions of ease of switching
(tariff/provider)
Purpose of this section:

2-3 mins

•

Current behaviours (Other
services +
landline/broadband)

General attitudes towards
switching provider

Spontaneous perceptions
of process of switching

Reaction to Test
Communications

Summary/Close

•

•

•

•

•

Obtain key points of takeout to encourage greater
engagement in the market (vox pops if willing)
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Introduction/

Purpose of section:

warm up

•

2-3 minutes

Put respondent at ease, introduce the research, find out some
background details of respondents, relax them, get the respondent
talking

Thank respondent for taking part
Introduce self and Optimisa Research
Broad outline/structure of the session
Privacy/anonymity
Ask for any questions and concerns before starting
•

A little bit about themselves
o Family – who lives at home and/or visits regularly
o Lifestyle – hobbies/spare time
o Week – typical time spent using the land line phone and/or using the internet (if relevant)

Current
behaviours
(Other
services +
landline/
broadband)

Purpose of section:
•
•
•
•
•

To explore general context of home services in the home – who they have their
services with and why
Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance)
How significant is the cost compared to other bills/services)
Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider and awareness of the
market (providers, deals, etc.)
Role of trust/reputation/quality of service in current provider choice(s)

Taking the statements / comms they were asked to collect from the Pre-task, for various services in the
home (energy, insurance, telephony, etc.)…
•
•

We want to explore who you have your essential home services with (energy, water, insurance, etc.)
o Explore reasons why (how long with these providers)?
Have you switched providers for any of these services before? E.g. Changing from British Gas to
another energy provider
o If so, tell us about this process and what motivated the change of provider?
o If not, why not? Again, what stops you (any particular concerns?)
o How do you manage these relationships?
 Do you have any support in managing these relationships? Do your family/friends
play a role in this?
o What do you receive from these providers, and what do you do with them? E.g.
letters/statements/comms, etc.
o Of these services, without referring to the paperwork, can you tell us which are the big
expenditures in the home and which are less costly?
o To check, do you have pay TV? If so, who with and what entertainment packages do you
have?
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15
Minutes

Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance)
•

•
•
•

•

•

Tell us about your telephone set-up. Who are you with, for how long (roughly)? Why them?
o Note the language used to ‘justify’ who they have their landline with
o Why do you only have landline and not broadband? Explore if they have ever looked into
getting broadband
Have you ever/recently changed provider? Or tariff? Tell us why not.
How important is your landline? Why do you need one?
Take us through a typical day/week - tell us how you use your telephone (how often, to talk to whom,
etc.)?
o How, if at all, has this changed over the years? Has anything changed your usage of the
phone? E.g. having a mobile phone? Do you have one, do you text message?
(Briefly) Do you use the internet at all? How do you access it (if relevant)?
o Do others get information from the internet for you? Can you think of examples of
where/when they have?
o If you don’t use it, what are the reasons you don’t?
o Do you use a mobile phone? Does this allow access to the internet? If so, do you use it and
why?
Do family members / friends access the internet on your behalf or assist you in using the internet?
o Do others advise them about your bill/service / contact provider on your behalf about your
bills/service?

Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider and awareness of the market (providers,
deals, etc.)
•

•
•

What are the key things you need/want from a landline provider? What are the key characteristics?
o Explore spontaneous responses as a group, then show prompt cards: TRUST, QUALITY OF
SERVICE, VALUE FOR MONEY, OFFERS, GOOD COMMUNICATION
 Create group piles of ‘agree important’, ‘agree not important’ and ‘mixed views’
 Probe around what this look like in the context of a landline provider?
 Has your provider ever let you down with regards to trust, reliability, quality of
service, etc.? If so, how did this make you feel?
How much do you know about your current usage/contract?
How happy are you with your current set-up and cost? Explain reasons for response?

General
attitudes
towards
switching
provider

Purpose of section:
•
•

To unpick attitudes and openness towards switching tariff and/or
switching provider.
To understand level of switching consideration, motivations & barriers
and explore perceptions of process in general

10
minutes

OVERALL ATTITUDES TO SWITCHING
•

•

Broadly, why might you switch deal or provider?
o What are the advantages of switching, generally?
 Explore any references to bundling services (i.e. ‘all under one roof’) – if not
mentioned explore if this is something they’ve ever considered? Why/why not?
o (Depending on what they say) why isn’t this enough to make you act? What stops you?
 Explore any reference to value for money - what levels of savings would make you
consider switching?
Would you describe yourself as loyal to your provider? What’s driving this?
o Explore role of trust/reliability vs. awareness of other options
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PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OF SWITCHING
•
•

•
•

Have you ever considered switching your landline services before?
Why/why not? What would motivate you to look into this?
o IF PREVIOUSLY SWITCHED OR CONSIDERED SWITCHING - Probe around whether switched
tariff/deal with your current landline provider or switched provider?
Hypothetically, how would you feel if your landline provider shut tomorrow? What would you do?
How aware are you of other providers and prices in the market for landline? Who else could you have
a landline with? [note spontaneous brands mentioned – and how comfortable would they feel with
them?]
o PROBE with a few key brand sort cards - Post Office, SSE, Phone Co-op, Virgin Media
o How much would you trust these providers to deliver and why? Explore any perceptions of
quality of service and the reasons for trusting or not trusting certain providers
o Any expectations around who would be particularly expensive or cheap? Do you believe you
are with a cheap or expensive provider?

Spontaneous
and
prompted
perceptions
of process of
switching

Purpose of section:
•

5 mins

Unpick expectations of switching process (key barriers/hurdles e.g. loss
of service; having to change phone number; engineer visiting your
home)

SPONTANEOUS EXPECTATIONS OF SWITCHING PROCESS
•
•

What are your expectations about how the process of switching deal/provider would pan out? What
steps would there be?
What, if any, concerns would you have and why? What’s driving these concerns? Don’t prompt, but
explore any references to loss of service; having to change phone number; engineer visiting your
home

Reaction to
Test
Communicati
ons

Purpose of section:
•
•
•
•
•

35 mins

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would encourage
consideration of switching
Potential sources of information/encouragement (who from/why?)
Spontaneous ideas about what would make them act? What would
make it easier to actually switch tariff/provider?
KEY STIMULUS: REACTION TO TEST COMMS (rotate order to explore
messaging, source and mechanics)
KEY STIMULUS: Prompt with stimulus of switching process – explore
impact on perceptions of ease of switching (tariff/provider)

SPONTANEOUS PERCEPTIONS OF BENEFITS, SOURCES AND MECHANICS TO MAKE THEM ACT
•
•

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would encourage consideration of switching
landline provider? Is there any inspiration that can be taken from other industries?
Who would you listen to with regards encouragement to switch providers? Why? Who wouldn’t you
listen to? Impact if the ‘switch’ message is from their own provider? What’s that do to their
perception?
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•

Where have you ever found out about options to switch in the past? Where would you expect to hear
about switching options?

KEY STIMULUS: MODERATOR TO SAY THAT WHILST THESE ARE BASED ON MARKET OFFERS THEY ARE
INDICATIVE AND NOT GUARANTEES OF WHAT IS ACTUALLY AVAILABLE TO THEM. REACTION TO TEST
COMMS – ROTATE ORDER TO EXPLORE MESSAGING, SOURCE AND MECHANICS
o

o

o

With each example, overall appeal/importance/clarity/motivating ability?
 If this landed in your letterbox, would you treat it as junk mail, throw it away, read
it, discuss it with a family member, act on it?
 Give green and red pens and allow them to mark each piece of information (green
for interesting/important info; red for less convincing) – discuss their markings
Try to map/group into more/less engaging information – what’s driving remedies that are
more/less compelling?
 Explore fully the pitfalls and turn off points with any of the communication
messages
 Is it the message? The source? The ease of response?
PROMPT
 MODERATOR REFER TO SPECIFIC LETTER MATRIX – Probe on the following
 LETTER 1
•
What would you think if you got this letter from your provider (i.e. from
BT)?
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is the amount of savings as a monthly figure?
• What are your thoughts on the tear-off slip? Is this of interest?
 LETTER 2
• Probe around letter coming from provider if not already mentioned
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is it to see before and after saving figures?
• What do you think about the use of graphics/images?
 LETTER 3
• What would you think if you got this letter from Ofcom?
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• What do you think about seeing the savings as a percentage?
• What are your thoughts on the tear-off slip to send more information? Is
this of interest?
 LETTER 4
• Probe around letter coming from Ofcom if not already mentioned
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is seeing the amount of savings as a yearly figure?
• What do you think about the style/tone of the letter set out as a case
study?


•

•

Prompt awareness and role of Ofcom when it comes up spontaneously in this
section (STIMULUS ON ROLE OF OFCOM – show if participant unsure of role of
Ofcom). Any action they would like Ofcom to take?

Overall, which comms have more impact/engage better vs. those that don’t
o What advantages or risks are exacerbated by this information?
 E.g. Switching and getting the best deal is likely to require agreeing a minimum
contract term (usually 12 or 18 months) – how do you feel about this
Are particular pieces of information more important than others
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E.g. is it the information on the switching process or on potential savings that has
the biggest impact?
Explore any reference to value for money - what levels of savings would make you consider
switching?
 Which way of showing the potential savings has the biggest impact?
Who would you prefer to receive these messages from? Why?
o Impact if it’s their own provider. What else could they offer you? How would you prefer
them to communicate with you in future?
o SHOW PROMPTED LIST – gauge reaction to the list of sources (does this help/hinder
consideration of switching? Why?) (Prompt list: Citizens Advice, Which?, Age UK (where
appropriate), Money Saving Expert/Martin Lewis)
o Would you have concerns about how this organisation got your address / usage details etc?
WHEN would be a good time to receive these messages? Do you have a point in the year where you
think about your financial affairs?
o How frequently would you like these communications? (one off vs. more frequent
communication?)
o How would you like this information to be communicated with you? (probe letter, email etc
as well as with the bills, on the bill, completely separate)


•
•

•

BRIEFLY LOOK AT PROCESS OF SWITCHING IN MORE DETAIL:
•

•

•

REACTION TO PROCESS OF SWITCHING DEAL/TARIFF WITH SAME PROVIDER
o SHOW BOARD – gauge overall reaction to the information
o What new information does this provide?
o Perceived positives and negatives of this process?
o Anything enticing and anything off-putting?
o In what ways are your perceptions about switching challenged by this information?
REACTION TO PROCESS OF SWITCHING PROVIDER
o SHOW BOARD – gauge overall reaction to the information
o What new information does this provide?
o Perceived positives and negatives of this process?
o Anything enticing and anything off-putting?
o In what ways are your perceptions about switching challenged by this information?
Overall, which process is more appealing/less off-putting - switching deal/tariff vs. switching
provider? Why?

Summary/
Close

•
•
•

Purpose of this section:
•

2-3 mins

Obtain key points of takeout to encourage greater engagement in the
market (vox pops if willing)

Any final feedback
Summarise key information that would encourage them to switch/engage with the telecoms market
(vox pop the summary, with permission)
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7.1.2 Discussion Guide – Split-purchaser – Household session

Discussion Plan Overview
Introduction/warm
up

Current behaviours
(Other services +
landline/broadband)

General attitudes
towards switching
provider

Spontaneous
perceptions of
process of switching
Reaction to Test
Communications

Summary/Close

Purpose of section:
Put respondent at ease, introduce the research, find out some
background details of respondents, relax them, get the
respondent talking
Purpose of section:
•

To explore general context of home services in the home –
who they have their services with and why
• Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance)
• How significant is the cost compared to other bills/services)
• Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider
and awareness of the market (providers, deals, etc.)
• Role of trust/reputation/quality of service in current provider
choice(s)
• Exploration of reasons behind purchasing products separately
compared with a bundled package
Purpose of section:
•

To unpick attitudes and openness towards switching tariff
and/or switching provider and/or switching products with the
same provider
• To understand if they ever consider switching and the
motivations & barriers and explore perceptions of process in
general
Purpose of section:
•

2-3
minutes

15
Minutes

10
minutes

5 mins

Unpick expectations of switching process (key barriers/hurdles
e.g. loss of service; having to change phone number; engineer
visiting your home.)
Purpose of section:

35 mins

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would
encourage consideration of switching
• Potential sources of information/encouragement (who
from/why?)
• Spontaneous ideas about what would make them act? What
would make it easier to actually switch tariff/provider?
• KEY STIMULUS: REACTION TO TEST COMMS (rotate order to
explore messaging, source and mechanics). Prompted reaction
to information on savings/keeping number/reliability of other
provider, etc. and role of Ofcom
• KEY STIMULUS: Prompt with stimulus of switching process –
explore impact on perceptions of ease of switching
(tariff/provider)
Purpose of this section:

2-3 mins

•

•

•

Obtain key points of takeout to encourage greater
engagement in the market (vox pops if willing)
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Introduction/

Purpose of section:

warm up

•

Put respondent at ease, introduce the research, find out some
background details of respondents, relax them, get the respondent
talking

2-3
minutes

Thank respondent for taking part
Introduce self and Optimisa Research
Broad outline/structure of the session
Privacy/anonymity
Ask for any questions and concerns before starting
•

A little bit about themselves
o Family – who lives at home and/or visits regularly
o Lifestyle – hobbies/spare time
o Week – typical time spent using the land line phone and/or using the internet (if relevant)

Current
behaviours
(Other
services +
landline/
broadband)

Purpose of section:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To explore general context of home services in the home – who they
have their services with and why
Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance)
How significant is the cost compared to other bills/services)
Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider and
awareness of the market (providers, deals, etc.)
Role of trust/reputation/quality of service in current provider choice(s)
Exploration of reasons behind purchasing products separately
compared with a bundled package

15
Minutes

Taking the statements / comms they were asked to collect from the Pre-task, for various services in the
home (energy, insurance, telephony, etc.)…
•
•

•

We want to explore who you have your essential home services with (energy, water, insurance, etc.)
o Explore reasons why have their home services with these providers?
Have you switched providers for any of these services before? E.g. Changing from British Gas to
another energy provider
o If so, tell us about this process and what motivated the change of provider?
o If not, why not? Again, what stops you (any particular concerns?)
How do you manage these relationships?
o Do you have any support in managing these relationships? Do your family/friends play a role
in this?
o What do you receive from these providers, and what do you do with them? E.g.
letters/statements/comms, etc.
o To check, do you have pay TV? If so, who with and what entertainment packages do you
have?
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Relationship with their landline and broadband providers (and their ‘relative’ importance)
•

•
•
•

•

•

Tell us about your telephone set-up. Who are you with, for how long (roughly)? Why them?
o Note the language used to ‘justify’ who they have their landline with
o Why do you only have landline and not broadband? Explore if they have ever looked into
getting broadband
Have you ever/recently changed provider? Or tariff? Tell us why not.
How important is your landline? Why do you need one?
Take us through a typical day/week - tell us how you use your telephone (how often, to talk to whom,
etc.)?
o How, if at all, has this changed over the years? Has anything changed your usage of the
phone? E.g. having a mobile phone? Do you have one, do you text message?
Similarly, could you tell us about your broadband set-up, who are you with? For how long (roughly)?
Why them?
o Note the language used to ‘justify’ who they have their broadband with
o Have you ever/recently changed tariff provider or broadband deal? Tell us why/why not?
o How important is your broadband? Why do you need one?
o How often do you use your broadband? Has anything changed the usage of your broadband?
Is one of these services more important than the other?
o If so, has this always been the case?
o Do others advise them about your bill/service / contact provider on your behalf about your
bills/service?

Bundled package
•
•
•

•

•

•

We want to explore your purchasing behaviour for broadband and landline and why you buy these
services separately compared to a bundled deal
Firstly, what is the reason you have your landline and broadband with different providers?
For how long have you bought broadband and landline with different providers?
o Probe - Have you ever bought these with the same supplier?
 If yes, why did you decide to do it then? What made you move back to purchasing
these products separately?
o If no, then why not?
Are you aware that you can get landline and broadband services in a bundle together?
o What do you think a bundled deal means?
o Why do you think people would take out a bundled deal?
Talk me through how you took both out?
o Which product did you purchase first?
o Why did you not consider the same provider for the following product?
o Did anyone else have a role in this purchase/set-up (family/friends)?
Do you ever receive comms from these providers tempting you to switch to a bundled package?
o If so, do you remember the content of these comms?
o What do you usually do when you receive this sort of comms?
o Did they tempt to you switch?
o Does anyone else encourage you to switch? Friends/family?

Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider and awareness of the market (providers,
deals, etc.)
•
•

What are the key things you need/want from a landline provider? What are the key characteristics?
What are the key things you need/want from a broadband supplier? What are the key characteristics?
o Explore spontaneous responses as a group, then show prompt cards: TRUST, QUALITY OF
SERVICE, VALUE FOR MONEY, OFFERS, GOOD COMMUNICATION
 Create group piles of ‘agree important’, ‘agree not important’ and ‘mixed views’
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Probe around what this look like in the context of a landline provider?
Has your provider ever let you down with regards to trust, reliability, quality of
service, etc.? If so, how did this make you feel?
How much do you know about your current usage/contract/what you typically pay per month?
o How significant is the cost compared to other core services (e.g. gas/electricity/water, etc.)?
How happy are you with your current set-up and cost? Explain reasons for response?



•
•

General
attitudes
towards
switching
provider

Purpose of section:
•
•

To unpick attitudes and openness towards switching tariff and/or
switching provider and/or switching products with the same provider
To understand if they ever consider switching and the motivations &
barriers and explore perceptions of process in general

10
minutes

OVERALL ATTITUDES TO SWITCHING
•

•

Broadly, why might you switch deal or provider?
o What are the advantages of switching, generally?
 Explore any references to bundling services (i.e. ‘all under one roof’) – if not
mentioned explore if this is something they’ve ever considered? Why/why not?
o (Depending on what they say) why isn’t this enough to make you act? What stops you?
 Explore any reference to value for money - what levels of savings would make you
consider switching?
Would you describe yourself as loyal to your provider? What’s driving this?
o Explore role of trust/reliability vs. awareness of other options

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OF SWITCHING
•
•

•
•

Have you ever considered switching your tariff/deal before?
Why/why not? What would motivate you to look into this?
o IF PREVIOUSLY SWITCHED OR CONSIDERED SWITCHING - Probe around whether switched
tariff/deal with your current landline provider or switched provider?
Hypothetically, how would you feel if your landline or broadband provider shut tomorrow? What
would you do?
How aware are you of other providers and prices in the market for landline? Who else could you have
a landline with? [note spontaneous brands mentioned – and how comfortable would they feel with
them?]
o PROBE with a few key brand sort cards - Post Office, SSE, Phone Co-op, Virgin Media
o How much would you trust these providers to deliver and why? Explore any perceptions of
quality of service and the reasons for trusting or not trusting certain providers
o Any expectations around who would be particularly expensive or cheap? Do you believe you
are with a cheap or expensive provider?

Spontaneous
and
prompted
perceptions
of process of
switching

Purpose of section:
•

5 mins

Unpick expectations of switching process (key barriers/hurdles e.g. loss
of service; having to change phone number; engineer visiting your
home)
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SPONTANEOUS EXPECTATIONS OF SWITCHING PROCESS
•
•

What are your expectations about how the process of switching either your landline or broadband
deal or provider to a bundled deal? What steps would there be in this process?
What, if any, concerns would you have and why? What’s driving these concerns? Don’t prompt, but
explore any references to loss of service; having to change phone number; engineer visiting your
home

Reaction to
Test
Communicati
ons

Purpose of section:
•
•
•
•
•

35 mins

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would encourage
consideration of switching
Potential sources of information/encouragement (who from/why?)
Spontaneous ideas about what would make them act? What would
make it easier to actually switch tariff/provider?
KEY STIMULUS: REACTION TO TEST COMMS (rotate order to explore
messaging, source and mechanics)
KEY STIMULUS: Prompt with stimulus of switching process – explore
impact on perceptions of ease of switching (tariff/provider)

SPONTANEOUS PERCEPTIONS OF BENEFITS, SOURCES AND MECHANICS TO MAKE THEM ACT
•

•
•

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would encourage consideration of switching to a
bundled broadband and landline package? Is there any inspiration that can be taken from other
industries?
Who would you listen to with regards to encouragement to switch providers or to a bundled package?
Why? Who wouldn’t you listen to? Impact if the ‘switch’ message is from one of their own providers?
What does that do to their perception of the message?
Where have you ever found out about options to switch in the past? Where would you expect to hear
about switching options?

KEY STIMULUS: MODERATOR TO SAY THAT WHILST THESE ARE BASED ON MARKET OFFERS THEY ARE
INDICATIVE AND NOT GUARANTEES OF WHAT IS ACTUALLY AVAILABLE TO THEM. REACTION TO TEST
COMMS – ROTATE ORDER TO EXPLORE MESSAGING, SOURCE AND MECHANICS
o

o
o
o

With each example, overall appeal/importance/clarity/motivating ability?
 If this landed in your letterbox, would you treat it as junk mail, throw it away, read
it, discuss it with a family member, act on it?
 Give green and red pens and allow them to mark each piece of information (green
for interesting/important info; red for less convincing) – discuss their markings
Try to map/group into more/less engaging information – what’s driving remedies that are
more/less compelling?
Explore fully the pitfalls and turn off points with any of the communication messages
 Is it the message? The source? The ease of response?
PROMPT
 MODERATOR REFER TO SPECIFIC LETTER MATRIX – Probe on the following
 LETTER 1
•
What would you think if you got this letter from your provider (i.e. from
BT)?
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is the amount of savings as a monthly figure?
• What are your thoughts on the tear-off slip? Is this of interest?
 LETTER 2
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•

•

•
•

•

• Probe around letter coming from provider if not already mentioned
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is it to see before and after saving figures?
• What do you think about the use of graphics/images?
LETTER 3
• What would you think if you got this letter from Ofcom?
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• What do you think about seeing the savings as a percentage?
• What are your thoughts on the tear-off slip to send more information? Is
this of interest?
LETTER 4
• Probe around letter coming from Ofcom if not already mentioned
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is seeing the amount of savings as a yearly figure?
• What do you think about the style/tone of the letter set out as a case
study?
Prompt awareness and role of Ofcom when it comes up spontaneously in this
section (STIMULUS ON ROLE OF OFCOM – show if participant unsure of role of
Ofcom). Any action they would like Ofcom to take?

Overall, which comms have more impact/engage better vs. those that don’t
o What advantages or risks are exacerbated by this information?
 E.g. Switching and getting the best deal is likely to require agreeing a minimum
contract term (usually 12 or 18 months) – how do you feel about this?
Are particular pieces of information more important than others
 E.g. is it the information on the switching process or on potential savings that has
the biggest impact?
Explore any reference to value for money - what levels of savings would make you consider
switching?
 Which way of showing the potential savings has the biggest impact?
Who would you prefer to receive these messages from? Why?
o Think about when you’ve switched suppliers before, could they take inspiration from any
other companies?
o Impact if it’s their own provider. What else could they offer you? How would you prefer
them to communicate with you in future?
o Would you have concerns about how this organisation got your address / usage details etc?
o SHOW PROMPTED LIST – gauge reaction to the list of sources (does this help/hinder
consideration of switching? Why?) (Prompt list: Citizens Advice, Which?, Age UK (where
appropriate), Money Saving Expert/Martin Lewis)
WHEN would be a good time to receive these messages? Do you have a point in the year where you
think about your financial affairs?
o How frequently would you like these communications? (one off vs. more frequent
communication?)
o How would you like this information to be communicated with you? (probe letter, email etc
as well as with the bills, on the bill, completely separate)

BRIEFLY LOOK AT PROCESS OF SWITCHING IN MORE DETAIL:
•

REACTION TO PROCESS OF SWITCHING DEAL/TARIFF WITH SAME PROVIDER
o SHOW BOARD – gauge overall reaction to the information
o What new information does this provide?
o Perceived positives and negatives of this process?
o Anything enticing and anything off-putting?
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•

•

o In what ways are your perceptions about switching challenged by this information?
REACTION TO PROCESS OF SWITCHING PROVIDER
o SHOW BOARD – gauge overall reaction to the information
o What new information does this provide?
o Perceived positives and negatives of this process?
o Anything enticing and anything off-putting?
o In what ways are your perceptions about switching challenged by this information?
Overall, which process is more appealing/less off-putting - switching deal/tariff vs. switching
provider? Why?

Summary/
Close

•
•
•

Purpose of this section:
•

2-3 mins

Obtain key points of takeout to encourage greater engagement in the
market (vox pops if willing)

Any final feedback
Summarise key information that would encourage them to switch/engage with the telecoms market
(vox pop the summary, with permission)
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7.1.3 Discussion Guide – Recent Convert – Household session

Discussion Plan Overview
Introduction/warm
up

Current behaviours
(Other services +
landline/broadband)

General attitudes
towards switching
provider

Exploring switching
journey and reasons
to switch

Purpose of section:

2-3 mins

Put respondent at ease, introduce the research, find out some
background details of respondents, relax them, get the
respondent talking
Purpose of section:

10

•

To explore general context of home services in the home –
who they have their services with and why
• Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance
compared to other bills/services)
• Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider
and awareness of the market (providers, deals, etc.)
• Role of trust/reputation/quality of service in current provider
choice(s)
Purpose of section:

minutes

To unpick attitudes and openness towards switching tariff
and/or switching provider.
• To understand level of switching consideration, motivations &
barriers and explore perceptions of process in general
Purpose of section:

minutes

•

•

5

20 mins

Explore what kinds of information motivated switching
Explore switching journey and stages went through
Potential sources of information/encouragement (who
from/why?)
Purpose of section:

15 mins

Role of Ofcom

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would
encourage consideration of switching
• Potential sources of information/encouragement (who
from/why?)
• Spontaneous ideas about what would make them act? What
would make it easier to actually switch tariff/provider?
• KEY STIMULUS: REACTION TO TEST COMMS (rotate order to
explore messaging, source and mechanics). Prompted reaction
to information on savings/keeping number/reliability of other
provider, etc.
Purpose of section:

5 mins

Summary/Close

Explore spontaneous awareness of role of Ofcom
STIMULUS: Reveal role of Ofcom – gauge feelings about their
role
Purpose of this section:

2-3 mins

Reaction to Test
Communications

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Obtain key points of takeout to encourage greater
engagement in the market (vox pops if willing)
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Introduction/

Purpose of section:

warm up

•

Put respondent at ease, introduce the research, find out some
background details of respondents, relax them, get the respondent
talking

2-3
minutes

Thank respondent for taking part
Introduce self and Optimisa Research
Broad outline/structure of the session
Privacy/anonymity
Ask for any questions and concerns before starting
•

A little bit about themselves
o Family – who lives at home and/or visits regularly
o Lifestyle – hobbies/spare time
o Week – typical time spent using the land line phone and/or using the internet (if relevant)

Current
behaviours
(Other
services +
landline/broa
dband)

Purpose of section:
•
•
•
•

To explore general context of home services in the home – who they
have their services with and why
Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance compared
to other bills/services)
Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider and
awareness of the market (providers, deals, etc.)
Role of trust/reputation/quality of service in current provider choice(s)

10
Minutes

Taking the statements / comms they were asked to collect from the Pre-task, for various services in the
home (energy, insurance, telephony, etc.)…
•
•

We want to explore who you have your essential home services with (energy, water, insurance, etc.)
o Explore reasons why have their home services with these providers?
Have you switched providers for any of these services before? E.g. Changing from British Gas to
another energy provider
o If so, tell us about this process and what motivated the change of provider?
o If not, why not? Again, what stops you (any particular concerns?)
o How do you manage these relationships?
 Do you have any support in managing these relationships? Do your family/friends
play a role in this?
o What do you receive from these providers, and what do you do with them? E.g.
letters/statements/comms, etc.
o To check, do you have pay TV? If so, who with and what entertainment packages do you
have?

Relationship with their landline/ broadband (and its ‘relative’ importance)
•

Tell us about your telephone set-up. Who are you with, for how long (roughly)? Why them?
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Note the language used to ‘justify’ who they have their landline (and broadband, if
applicable) with
o What set up did they have before they switched?
How important is your landline? Why do you need one?
Take us through a typical day/week - tell us how you use your telephone (how often, to talk to whom,
etc.)?
o How, if at all, has this changed over the years? Has anything changed your usage of the
phone? E.g. having a mobile phone? Do you have one, do you text message?
o

•
•

(ASK TO THOSE WHO SWITCHED TO NOW HAVE A BUNDLED SERVICES AND NOW HAVE BROADBAND TOO)
o
o
o
o

•

Tell us about your broadband set-up. Why did you decide to get this?
IF BUNDLE – Why, what are the advantages/ disadvantages of this?
How important is your broadband?
Take us through a typical day/ week – tell us how you use your broadband services in a
typical week? (how often, what sites, how long spent online?)

Is one of these services more important than the other?
o If so, has this always been the case?
o Do others advise them about your bill/service / contact provider on your behalf about your
bills/service?
o
o

Do you use a mobile phone? Does this allow access to the internet? If so, do you use it and
why?
How does your mobile internet use differ from your internet use at home? (Explore sites
visited, time spent, frequency of use)

Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider and awareness of the market (providers,
deals, etc.)
•

•
•
•

What are the key things you need/want from a landline and/or broadband provider? What are the
key characteristics?
o Spontaneous, then explore with prompt cards: TRUST, QUALITY OF SERVICE, VALUE FOR
MONEY, OFFERS, GOOD COMMUNICATION
o Has your provider ever let you down with regards to trust, reliability, quality of service, etc.?
If so, how did this make you feel?
How much do you know about your current usage/contract/what you typically pay per month?
o How significant is the cost compared to other core services (e.g. gas/electricity/water, etc.)?
How happy are you with your current set-up and cost? Explain reasons for response?
Can you talk me through a recent communication from your provider(s) ideally a statement and
explain what you get/what set up you have

General
attitudes
towards
switching
provider

Purpose of section:
•
•

To unpick attitudes and openness towards switching tariff and/or
switching provider.
To understand level of switching consideration, motivations & barriers
and explore perceptions of process in general

OVERALL ATTITUDES TO SWITCHING
•

Broadly, why might you switch deal or provider? What encouraged you to do this?
o Explore role of family/friends in their thinking/action?
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5
minutes

•

•

What are the advantages of switching, generally?
o Explore any references to bundling services (i.e. ‘all under one roof’) – if not mentioned
explore if this is something they’ve ever considered? Why/why not?
o (Depending on what they say) why isn’t this enough to make you act? What stops you?
 Explore any reference to value for money - what levels of savings would make you
consider switching?
Having ‘switched’ in the recent past, are there any disadvantages/barriers you feel about switching?

Exploring
switching
journey and
reasons to
switch

Purpose of section:
•
•
•

20 mins

Explore what kinds of information motivated switching
Explore switching process and stages of journey
Potential sources of information/encouragement (who from/why?)

SWITCHING PROVIDER
•

Tell us at length about when you switched deal/provider for your landline and/or broadband services?
o If so, tell us about what motivated you switch? (Explore - price, provider, experience,
recommendation etc.)
o What was the main motivator/trigger for you?
o What concerns did you have about switching? (explore experience, service, whether appeal
of switching differs between difference services e.g. landline/ broadband, utilities, mobile
phone)

•

How aware were you of other providers and prices in the market for landline/ broadband before you
decided to switch? Who else could you have a landline/ broadband with? [note spontaneous brands
mentioned – and how comfortable would they feel with them?]
o Any expectations around who would be particularly expensive or cheap before you
switched?
o Do you believe you are with a cheap or expensive provider?

•

Talk me through the process you went through to switch your services (moderator to ensure fully
understand the switching journey and make clear if just switched landline or switched to bundle
service) [TASK: MAP OUT A JOURNEY ON A3 PAPER]
o After deciding you wanted to switch, what did you do next?
o How did you research providers to look at? Where did you look?
o What made you consider certain providers? Why did you discount certain providers?
o IF BUNDLE – why did you choose this package? How did you find out about it? What made it
stand out?
o What are the advantages of having a bundle? What are the disadvantages?
o IF NOT BUNDLE – are you aware that landline providers offer a bundle service with combined
landline and broadband services?
 Did you consider a bundle offer? Why did you decide against it?
 Is there anything a provider could do to make you consider switching to a bundle?
Overall how did you find the switching journey?
o What went well/not so well?
o How did it fit with expectations? How did it differ?
o Any suggested improvements to the process?
What kind of communications did you receive during your switch? (letter, email etc.)
o What kind of information was provided?

•

•
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o
o
o
o
o
o
•

How did you find these? Easy to understand? Was all the information you wanted/ needed
provided?
Would you have liked anything different?
How were they compared to your expectations?
To what extent did you understand the switching process from these communications?
How informed did you feel about the switching process?
Would you have liked any more information during the switching process?

Have you switched providers for any other service before? E.g. Changing from British Gas to another
energy provider
o If so, tell us about this process and what motivated the change of provider?
 Do these motivations differ to the broadband motivations?
 How did the process differ in comparison to switching your landline/ broadband?
(mark on point of difference on map of landline/ broadband journey)
 What was better/ worse about your experience?
o If not, why not? Again, what stops you (any particular concerns?)

Reaction to
Test
Communicati
ons

Purpose of section:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

15 mins

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would encourage
consideration of switching
Potential sources of information/encouragement (who from/why?)
Spontaneous ideas about what would make then act? What would
make it easier to actually switch tariff/provider?
KEY STIMULUS: REACTION TO TEST COMMS (rotate order to explore
messaging, source and mechanics)

Spontaneously, what would you say to others to encourage them to switch?
What do you think would make other people act? What would make it easier to actually switch
tariff/provider?
What formats have and would catch your eye?

KEY STIMULUS: MODERATOR TO SAY THAT WHILST THESE ARE BASED ON MARKET OFFERS THEY ARE
INDICATIVE AND NOT GUARANTEES OF WHAT IS ACTUALLY AVAILABLE TO THEM.
REACTION TO TEST COMMS – ROTATE ORDER TO EXPLORE MESSAGING, SOURCE AND MECHANICS
o

o

o

With each example, overall appeal/importance/clarity/motivating ability?
 Give green and red pens and allow them to mark each piece of information (green
for interesting/important info; red for less convincing) – discuss their markings
Try to map/group into more/less engaging information – what’s driving remedies that are
more/less compelling?
 Explore fully the pitfalls and turn off points with any of the communication
messages
 Is it the message? The source? The ease of response?
PROMPT
 MODERATOR REFER TO SPECIFIC LETTER MATRIX – Probe on the following
 LETTER 1
•
What would you think if you got this letter from your provider (i.e. from
BT)?
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is the amount of savings as a monthly figure?
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• What are your thoughts on the tear-off slip? Is this of interest?
LETTER 2
• Probe around letter coming from provider if not already mentioned
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is it to see before and after saving figures?
• What do you think about the use of graphics/images?
LETTER 3
• What would you think if you got this letter from Ofcom?
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• What do you think about seeing the savings as a percentage?
• What are your thoughts on the tear-off slip to send more information? Is
this of interest?
LETTER 4
• Probe around letter coming from Ofcom if not already mentioned
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is seeing the amount of savings as a yearly figure?
• What do you think about the style/tone of the letter set out as a case
study?
Prompt awareness and role of Ofcom when it comes up spontaneously in this
section (STIMULUS ON ROLE OF OFCOM – show if participant unsure of role of
Ofcom). Any action they would like Ofcom to take?

•

Overall, which comms have more impact/engage better vs. those that don’t
o What do you think of the messages? Does this reflect a key benefit of switching
deal/provider from your own experience?
o Is there anything not included in the test materials that you have found motivating/helpful in
the past?
o Switching and getting the best deal is likely to require agreeing a minimum contract term
(usually 12 or 18 months) – did you have to do this when you switched and if so what is your
perception of this– did you mind?
o Would you want to be kept informed if your current / another provider had more offers on
like this? Why, what might encourage you to engage more in future
o Which, if any, remedies could encourage you to switch and why?
o Which formats are more interesting/likely to get a response and why? Likewise, which are
less likely to get you to act and why?
o Again, who should be providing this? Impact if it’s their own provider

•

Explore any reference to value for money - what levels of savings would make you consider
switching?
 Which way of showing the potential savings has the biggest impact?

•

Who should messages come from to be credible/worth listening to? Why?
o Think about when you’ve switched suppliers before, could they take inspiration from any
other companies?
o Impact if it’s their own provider. What else could they offer you? How would you prefer
them to communicate with you in future?
o SHOW PROMPTED LIST – gauge reaction to the list of sources (who feels more/less credible
in their experience, and why? (Prompt list: Citizens Advice, Which?, Age UK (where
appropriate), Money Saving Expert/Martin Lewis)
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Role of
Ofcom

•
•

Purpose of section:
•
•

•
•
•

Explore spontaneous awareness of role of Ofcom
STIMULUS: Reveal role of Ofcom – gauge feelings about their role

Who regulates the telecoms market? What do you think they should be doing?
o Explore spontaneous awareness/perceptions of role of Ofcom
STIMULUS: Reveal role of Ofcom in residential voice customer market
o Gauge feelings about Ofcom’s role
o What action would you like Ofcom to be taking in this market?

Summary/
Close

5 mins

Purpose of this section:
•

2-3 mins

Obtain key points of takeout to encourage greater engagement in the
market (vox pops if willing)

Any final feedback
Summarise key information that you feel would encourage others to switch/engage with the telecoms
market
(vox pop the summary, with permission)
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7.1.4 Discussion Guide – Landline-only – Mini-groups

Discussion Plan Overview
Introduction/
warm up

Current behaviours
(Other services +
landline/broadband)

General attitudes
towards switching
provider

Spontaneous
perceptions of
process of switching
Reaction to Test
Communications

Summary

Purpose of section:
•

5 mins

Put respondent at ease, introduce the research, find out some
background details of respondents, relax them, get the
respondent talking

Purpose of section:
To explore general context of home services in the home –
who they have their services with and why
• Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance
compared to other bills/services)
• Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider
and awareness of the market (providers, deals, etc.)
• Role of trust/reputation/quality of service in current provider
choice(s)
Purpose of section:
•

To unpick attitudes and openness towards switching tariff
and/or switching provider.
• To understand level of switching consideration, motivations &
barriers and explore perceptions of process in general
Purpose of section:
•

•

20
Minutes

15
minutes

5 mins

Unpick expectations of switching process (key
barriers/hurdles)

Purpose of section:

40 mins

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would
encourage consideration of switching
• Potential sources of information/encouragement (who
from/why?)
• Spontaneous ideas about what would make them act? What
would make it easier to actually switch tariff/provider?
• KEY STIMULUS: REACTION TO TEST COMMS (rotate order to
explore messaging, source and mechanics). Prompted reaction
to information on savings/keeping number/reliability of other
provider, etc. and role of Ofcom
• KEY STIMULUS: Prompt with stimulus of switching process –
explore impact on perceptions of ease of switching
(tariff/provider)
Purpose of section:

5 mins

•

•

Obtain key points of takeout to encourage greater
engagement in the market (vox pops if willing)
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Introduction/

Purpose of section:

warm up

•

Put respondent at ease, introduce the research, find out some
background details of respondents, relax them, get the respondent
talking

5
minutes

Thank respondents for taking part
Introduce self and Optimisa Research
Broad outline/structure of the session
Privacy/anonymity
Ask for any questions and concerns before starting
•

A little bit about themselves
o Family – who lives at home and/or visits regularly
o Lifestyle – hobbies/spare time
o Who they have their home services with (e.g. energy and landline)

Current
behaviours
(Other
services +
landline)

Purpose of section:
•
•
•
•

To explore general context of home services in the home – who they
have their services with and why
Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance compared
to other bills/services)
Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider and
awareness of the market (providers, deals, etc.)
Role of trust/reputation/quality of service in current provider choice(s)

15
Minutes

Start with relationship with other services
•

•

•

•

We want to explore why you have your essential home services with the providers you do (energy,
water, insurance, etc.)
o Explore reasons why (how long with these providers?)
Have you switched providers for any of these services before? E.g. Changing from British Gas to
another energy provider
o If so, tell us about this process and what motivated the change of provider?
o If not, why not? Again, what stops you (any particular concerns?)
How do you manage these relationships?
 Do you have any support in managing these relationships? Do your family/friends
play a role in this?
o What do you receive from these providers, and what do you do with them? E.g.
letters/statements/comms, etc.
o Of these services, without referring to the paperwork, can you tell us which are the big
expenditures in the home and which are less costly?
To check, do any of you have pay TV? If so, who with and what entertainment packages do you have?

Relationship with their landline (and its ‘relative’ importance)
•

Tell us about your telephone set-up. How long for (roughly)? Why them?
o Note the language used to ‘justify’ who they have their landline with
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Why do you only have landline and not broadband? Explore if they have ever looked into
getting broadband
Have you ever/recently changed provider? Or tariff? Tell us why not.
How important is your landline? Why do you need one?
How do you use your telephone (how often, to talk to whom, etc.)?
o How, if at all, has this changed over the years? Has anything changed your usage of the
phone? E.g. having a mobile phone? Do you have one, do you text message?
(Briefly) Do you use the internet at all? How do you access it (if relevant)?
o Do others get information from the internet for you? Can you think of examples of
where/when they have?
o If you don’t use it, what are the reasons you don’t?
o Do you use a mobile phone? Does this allow access to the internet? If so, do you use it and
why?
Do family members / friends access the internet on your behalf or assist you in using the internet?
o Do others advise them about your bill/service / contact provider on your behalf about your
bills/service?
o

•
•
•
•

•

Awareness of/engagement with landline/broadband provider and awareness of the market (providers,
deals, etc.)
•

•
•

What are the key things you need/want from a landline provider? What are the key characteristics?
o Taskbook exercise: note down top of mind needs/wants from a landline provider
o Explore spontaneous responses as a group, then show prompt cards: TRUST, QUALITY OF
SERVICE, VALUE FOR MONEY, OFFERS, GOOD COMMUNICATION
 Create group piles of ‘agree important’, ‘agree not important’ and ‘mixed views’
 Probe around what this look like in the context of a landline provider?
o Has your provider ever let you down with regards to trust, reliability, quality of service, etc.?
If so, how did this make you feel?
How much do you know about your current usage/contract?
How happy are you with your current set-up and cost? Explain reasons for response?

General
attitudes
towards
switching
provider

Purpose of section:
•
•

To unpick attitudes and openness towards switching tariff and/or
switching provider.
To understand level of switching consideration, motivations & barriers
and explore perceptions of process in general

15
minutes

OVERALL ATTITUDES TO SWITCHING
•

•

Broadly, why might you switch landline deal or provider?
o As a group, discuss what the advantages of switching are, generally?
 Explore any references to bundling services (i.e. ‘all under one roof’) – if not
mentioned explore if this is something they’ve ever considered? Why/why not?
 Explore any reference to value for money - what levels of savings would make you
consider switching?
o (depending on what they say) why isn’t this enough to make you act? What stops you?
Would you describe yourself as brand loyal? What’s driving this?
o Explore role of trust/reliability vs. awareness of other options

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OF SWITCHING
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•
•

•

•

Have you ever considered switching your landline services before?
Why/why not? What would motivate you to look into this?
o IF PREVIOUSLY SWITCHED OR CONSIDERED SWITCHING - Probe around whether switched
tariff/deal with your current landline provider or switched provider?
Hypothetically, how would you feel if your landline provider shut tomorrow? What would you do?
o Taskbook exercise: note down top of mind action of British Telecom/other provider closed
down
o Compare and contrast responses
How aware are you of other providers and prices in the market for landline? Who else could you have
a landline with? [note spontaneous brands mentioned – and how comfortable would they feel with
them?]
o PROBE with a few key brand sort cards - Post Office, SSE, Phone Co-op, Virgin Media
o How much would you trust these providers to deliver and why? Explore any perceptions of
quality of service and the reasons for trusting or not trusting certain providers
o Any expectations around who would be particularly expensive or cheap? Do you believe you
are with a cheap or expensive provider?

Spontaneous
and
prompted
perceptions
of process of
switching

Purpose of section:
•

5 mins

Unpick expectations of switching process (key barriers/hurdles)

SPONTANEOUS EXPECTATIONS OF SWITCHING PROCESS
•
•

What are your expectations about how the process of switching deal/provider would pan out? What
steps would there be? Moderator to map out the steps suggested/collectively agreed
What, if any, concerns would you have and why? Where do any concerns come from? Don’t prompt,
but explore any references to loss of service; having to change phone number; engineer visiting your
home

Reaction to
Test
Communicati
ons

Purpose of section:
•
•
•
•

•

40 mins

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would encourage
consideration of switching
Potential sources of information/encouragement (who from/why?)
Spontaneous ideas about what would make then act? What would
make it easier to actually switch tariff/provider?
KEY STIMULUS: REACTION TO TEST COMMS (rotate order to explore
messaging, source and mechanics) Prompted reaction to information on
savings/keeping number/reliability of other provider, etc.
KEY STIMULUS: Prompt with stimulus of switching process – explore
impact on perceptions of ease of switching (tariff/provider)

SPONTANEOUS PERCEPTIONS OF BENEFITS, SOURCES AND MECHANICS TO MAKE THEM ACT
•

Spontaneously, explore what kinds of information would encourage consideration of switching
landline provider? Is there any inspiration that can be taken from other industries?
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•

•
•
•

Who would you listen to with regards encouragement to switch providers? Why? Who wouldn’t you
listen to? Impact if the ‘switch’ message is from their own provider? What’s that do to their
perception?
o Probe around role of family/friends in encouraging them to switch
Where have you ever found out about options to switch in the past? Where would you expect to hear
about switching options?
Spontaneous, what do you think would make you act? What would make it easier to actually switch
tariff/provider?
What formats have and would catch your eye?

KEY STIMULUS: MODERATOR TO SAY THAT WHILST THESE ARE BASED ON MARKET OFFERS THEY ARE
INDICATIVE AND NOT GUARANTEES OF WHAT IS ACTUALLY AVAILABLE TO THEM. REACTION TO TEST
COMMS – ROTATE ORDER TO EXPLORE MESSAGING, SOURCE AND MECHANICS
o
o

o

o

Taskbook exercise: for each piece of stimulus note down top of mind score in terms of
encouraging action (1 being not engaging interest at all through to 5 being very likely to act)
With each example,
 Spontaneous overall appeal/importance/clarity/motivating ability?
 If this landed in your letterbox, would you treat it as junk mail, throw it away, read
it, discuss it with a family member, act on it?
 Give green and red pens and allow them to mark each piece of information (green
for interesting/important info; red for less convincing) – discuss as a group
Try to map/group into more/less engaging information – what’s driving remedies that are
more/less compelling?
 Explore fully the pitfalls and turn off points with any of the communication
messages
 Is it the message? The source? The ease of response?
PROMPT
 MODERATOR REFER TO LETTER MATRIX – Probe on the following
 LETTER 1
•
What would you think if you got this letter from your provider (i.e. from
BT)?
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is the amount of savings as a monthly figure?
• What are your thoughts on the tear-off slip? Is this of interest?
 LETTER 2
• Probe around letter coming from provider if not already mentioned
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is it to see before and after saving figures?
• What do you think about the use of graphics/images?
 LETTER 3
• What would you think if you got this letter from Ofcom?
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• What do you think about seeing the savings as a percentage?
• What are your thoughts on the tear-off slip to send more information? Is
this of interest?
 LETTER 4
• Probe around letter coming from Ofcom if not already mentioned
• What do you think about the level of switching information?
• How impactful is seeing the amount of savings as a yearly figure?
• What do you think about the style/tone of the letter set out as a case
study?
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•
•
•

•

•

•

Prompt awareness and role of Ofcom when it comes up spontaneously in this
section (STIMULUS – show if participant unsure of role of Ofcom). Any action they
would like Ofcom to take?

Are particular pieces of information more important than others (e.g. is it the information on the
switching process or on potential savings that has the biggest impact?)
Explore any reference to value for money - what levels of savings would make you consider
switching?
o Which way of showing the potential savings has the biggest impact?
Which ways of presenting that information, with which prominence and wording, have the biggest
impact? What’s the preferred title?
•
Overall, which comms have more impact/engage better vs. those that don’t
o What advantages or risks are exacerbated by this information?
 E.g. Switching and getting the best deal is likely to require agreeing a minimum
contract term (usually 12 or 18 months) – how do you feel about this?
o Would you want to be kept informed if your current / another provider had more offers on
like this? Why, what might encourage you to engage more in future
o Which, if any, remedies could encourage you to act and why?
o Taskbook exercise: note down top 1-3 persuasive arguments and why
 Discuss as a group
 Again, who should be providing this? Impact if it’s their own provider
o Which formats are more interesting/likely to get a response and why? Likewise, which are
less likely to get you to act and why?
o As a group, can they sort into more / less likely to encourage action
•
Who would you prefer to receive these messages from? Why?
o Think about when you’ve switched suppliers before, could they take inspiration from any
other companies?
o Impact if it’s their own provider. What else could they offer you? How would you prefer
them to communicate with you in future?
o Would you have concerns about how this organisation got your address / usage details etc?
o SHOW PROMPTED LIST – gauge reaction to the list of sources (does this help/hinder
consideration of switching? Why?) (Prompt list: Citizens Advice, Which?, Age UK (where
appropriate), Money Saving Expert/Martin Lewis)
WHEN would be a good time to receive these messages? Do you have a point in the year where you
think about your financial affairs?
o How frequently would you like these communications? (one off vs. more frequent
communication?)
o How would you like this information to be communicated with you? (probe letter, email etc
as well as with the bills, on the bill, completely separate)

REACTION TO PROCESS OF SWITCHING DEAL/TARIFF WITH SAME PROVIDER
•
•
•
•
•

SHOW BOARD(S) – gauge overall reaction to the information
What new information does this provide?
Perceived positives and negatives of this process?
Anything enticing and anything off-putting?
In what ways are your perceptions about switching challenged by this information?
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REACTION TO PROCESS OF SWITCHING PROVIDER
•
•
•
•

SHOW BOARD – gauge overall reaction to the information
Perceived positives and negatives of this process?
Anything enticing and anything off-putting?
In what ways are your perceptions about switching challenged by this information?

•

Overall, which process is more appealing/less off-putting - switching deal/tariff vs. switching
provider? Why?
o Taskbook exercise: note down preference and reasons for this
o Explore answers and why

Summary

Purpose of section:
•

•
•
•

5 mins

Obtain key points of takeout to encourage greater engagement in the
market (vox pops if willing)

Any final feedback
Summarise key information that would encourage them to switch/engage with the telecoms market
(vox pop the summary, with permission)
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7.2

Detailed sample structure

Core fieldwork – Landline-only customers:
LANDLINE-ONLY- 12 X HOUSEHOLD SESSIONS
South

North

Midlands

Wales

Scotland

N. Ireland

Under 75s

1

1

1

1

1

1

Over 75

1

1

1

1

2

-

Total

2

2

2

2

3

1

LANDLINE-ONLY – 2 MINI GROUPS
North

South

Aged over 65

2

2

Total

2

2

Beyond this, recruitment ensured all participants that we spoke to were primary or joint
decision-maker for communication services in the home, mix of gender, mix of socio
economic group (SEG) and a mix of current providers.
Approximately two-thirds of respondents had their landline with BT, the largest provider in
the UK.
Core fieldwork- Split-purchaser customers:
SPLIT-PURCHASERS - 16 x HOUSEHOLD SESSIONS
South

North

Midlands

Wales

Scotland

N. Ireland

Under 55s

2

2

1

1

1

1

55+

1

2

1

2

1

1

Total

3

4

2

3

2

2
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Across the Split-purchaser sessions, we ensured all customers we spoke to were either
primary or decision-makers, mix of gender, mix of SEG and a mix of providers.
Again, approximately two-thirds of respondents had their landline with BT, the largest
provider in the UK.
Core fieldwork- Recent Convert customers
RECENT CONVERTS- 6 X HOUSEHOLD SESSIONS
Under 65

3

Over 65

3

Total

6

These sessions were also recruited to ensure a mix of gender, SEG and mix of providers
switched to for landline/bundled packages.

7.2.1 Use of stimulus within the research
To understand the kind of information that would encourage consideration of switching a
series of test communications (in this case mocked up letters) were shown to participants
within the interviews. This allowed us to explore the impact of a range of different variables
in terms of prompting engagement. These included:
•
•
•
•

Messaging (headline, tone, personally addressed)
Source (current provider vs. Ofcom)
Presentation of details (graphical style vs. more standard letter); and
Sign-off (who the communication was from).

Across the sessions, the order in which the letters were shown was rotated to mitigate
against any ‘order bias’. For each audience we also had a targeted set of letters that related
to their specific situation and tariff to ensure sufficient relevance. The letter stimulus used
can be found in the appendix of this report.
In addition, stimulus was used (where applicable) to help:
•

Demonstrate the process of switching (walking customers through the process) – a
short document highlighting processes of switching deal and provider for landline
and separately for bundled landline and broadband services; used to explore if
concerns were addressed and whether the process matched the experience of
Recent Converts.
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•

Inform customers about Ofcom’s role – an A4/A3 bullet pointed board explaining
Ofcom’s interest in this market review and its role as a regulator

7.2.2 Fieldwork locations
The fieldwork took place across six locations incorporating a mix of rural and city settings in
England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales, from 3rd May- 1st June. The six locations
were London, Birmingham, Leeds, Glasgow, Cardiff and Belfast.
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7.3

Detailed reactions to letters – landline-only

The landline-only communications tested were adapted to reflect the deal that each
participant was on i.e. anytime, evenings and weekends, or weekends only.
7.3.1 Detailed reactions to Letter 1 – Landline-only

Figure 9: Letter 1 stimulus Landline-only
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A few key factors positively influenced the appeal of Letter 1 to Landline-only customers;
the familiar sender, the framing of the benefit and the call to action was more feasible.
Customers stated that a letter from their current provider was far more likely to be read
than a letter from a competitor, particularly if they were unaware of the organisation. Most
tended at least to glance through correspondence from their current provider. The fact that
the sender was so familiar to them also appeared to aid their inclination to read and take on
board the message.
“Coming from my current provider, it feels more relevant and personal”
Landline-only, Over 75, Glasgow

The familiar sender in conjunction with the headline helped frame the letter positively and
clearly and encouraged them to read on. The fact that it was a clear statement and
highlighted ‘saving’ money (as opposed to being negatively positioned i.e. overpaying) was
well received. The headline was intriguing and helped them want to read the detail.
In terms of the content of the letter, our Landline-only sample felt it was clear enough. In
particular, they liked:
•
•
•

The saving being emboldened on the first line – key information was therefore easy
to pick out
The fact that the details of the deal were listed out, so they could mentally check
against what they thought they already had in their current deal
Stating what they were currently paying (so they could immediately calculate the
impact on them).

In particular, the fact that they were being personally addressed (i.e. ‘you could save’ and
‘your current line rental is’) was felt to increase relevance and provide clear reassurance
that what is listed was directly relevant to their deal.

“They know what I’m paying and they know it would be beneficial to me so
there’s the trust”
Landline-only group, Over 65, London
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There were, however, still a few concerns about the effectiveness of the communication in
Letter 1. In particular, the tone of the call to action was seen as quite direct. In our sample,
Landline-only customers were seeking a softer tone, inviting them to call their current
provider to discuss their options, rather than just to switch deal. This feeling of being
rushed or potentially pushed into change was exacerbated by using the tear-off slip.
Typically, the Landline-only customers in this study felt switching deal would be far too big a
decision to make without talking to someone at their current provider first.
As a mechanic to initiate switching their deal, the tear-off slip received a mixed response. If
they were taking responsibility for the switch, they saw the slip as more of an effort and
potentially more time consuming to sign and return than it would be to telephone the
provider. However, for those who would have to act as a proxy for elderly relatives, the
“I’d rather ring the number as I find it easier to talk to someone”
Landline-only group, Over 65, Leeds

form represented a way of enabling action with far less effort than normal. For the ‘proxy’
decision-makers, the idea of being able to send the signed form off on behalf of an elderly
relative to have a guarantee of them saving ‘x amount’ per month/quarter was seen as
worthwhile. This solution circumnavigated the need to telephone the provider on behalf of
their elderly relatives, which they typically saw as time consuming and potentially complex
to undertake.
A few landline-only customers stated their concern about committing to a contract until
2020. Despite not having switched for many years if at all, there was concern at committing
to a deal for a fixed period. Reasons offered for this concern were two-fold:
•
•

What happens in 2020? – the fear of being ‘stung’ after the fixed period (whilst not
recognising they could theoretically switch deal again at this point)
Commitment phobia – some concern about fixing a payment for what a long period.
Some felt it was just not what they wanted to commit to at this stage of their lives,
and was at odds with other decisions they were taking to relieve commitments and
responsibilities (e.g. paying off mortgage).

There were also a few comments from the Landline-only customers on Evening & Weekend
deals that an 80p per month saving was not particularly enticing, and might put them off
taking any action unless their current provider initiated it.
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7.3.2 Detailed reactions to Letter 2 – Landline-only
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Figure 10: Letter 2 stimulus Landline-only
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Letter 2 provided a clear template for presentation of engaging information, but also had
the potential to cause confusion with the Landline-only customer group.
Positively, the letter’s structure and graphics helped deliver key information in an effective
manner:
•
•

•

Familiar sender – like Letter 1, coming from their current provider helped to engage
interest and increased the likelihood of them reading the contents
The boxed graphical figures drew attention showing their current and potential
cheapest equivalent tariff. This provided a prominent and personal comparison
which helped highlight that they could save money by switching provider
Followed by succinct, digestible information about the switching process – which
customers saw as both easy to read and reassuring.
“The boxes you notice straight
away, you’re not having to look
down the whole letter to get to the
information”

“It says that switching is simple”
Landline-only, Over 75, Cardiff

Landline-only group, Over 65, Leeds

There was, however, potential for confusion. In particular, customers seemed confused and
somewhat concerned about why their current provider was encouraging them to switch to a
competitor. Compounding this was the frequency with which customers missed the first
paragraph and its explanation of Ofcom’s role. Frequently their attention went straight to
the comparison boxes.
Perhaps more positively, this sense of confusion could lead to further action after reading
the letter:
•
•
•

Might call their current provider seeking clarification about why they are being
encouraged to switch away
Might pass letter on to relatives/friends - again, getting a second opinion to see if
they could offer any guidance or had any knowledge what the letter was about.
Might read the second page of the letter – hoped that this would enlighten them. A
few stated that having read the second page of the letter they felt reassured about
who Ofcom were, what the purpose of the Review was and why they were being
written to. However, their inclination was to call their current provider as opposed to
the competitor.
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Perhaps more concerning was that some in our study also were inclined to put the letter to
one side, not knowing what to do with the information they had read.
Ultimately, most said they were highly unlikely to follow the call to action suggested in the
letter. Reasons for this were:
•

Wanted to avoid ‘sales’ call with a competitor – did not feel informed enough to
simply call and ‘arrange everything’

•

Feared being ‘pushed’ into a sale – they had an impression that this call would mean
they would be persuaded to switch.
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7.3.3 Detailed reactions to Letter 3 – Landline-only
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Figure 11: Letter 3 stimulus Landline-only
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Landline-only customers felt Letter 3 did not positively engage and often they dismissed
it without giving it their full attention. The key reasons for this were:
•

Unfamiliar with sender – rarely knew Ofcom and therefore the immediate
assumption was the organisation was a telecoms provider. In this respect, some
could immediately switch off to the letter’s contents believing it would be sales
based ‘junk mail’.

•

Headline can generate some concern – they saw the tone as very direct and could
unsettle or concern some Landline-only customers. In particular, the red font and
negative tone (‘you are overpaying’) were unduly worrying to some of the older,
more vulnerable customers in the study.
“It’s just the heading, it’s factual but it might frighten older people”
Landline-only group, Over 65, London

•

Text heavy – in the study many customers failed to read the text in full. They felt it
was very dense and uninviting text, especially in comparison to the more graphic
presentation of information in other test communications. The dense text when
combined with an unfamiliar sender meant they gave the communication less time
to convey key information.

•

Unlikely to read page 2 – in comparison to Letter 2, most in the study were not
inclined to read the information about Ofcom’s role and the Market Review. Some
did not notice page 2, and put it down without acknowledging it. Others positioned
this as just more uninviting, dense text.

This limited attention to the details in the letter led to more questions about the
purpose of the communication. In particular, who were Ofcom and how did they know
what they were paying? Additionally, there were questions about why Ofcom were
suggesting they get more information from the cheapest provider (not Ofcom or their
current provider). This confusion was compounded among those who had not picked up
in the detail that Ofcom were the regulator and not a provider.
“I thought Ofcom worked for all providers, no?”
Landline-only, Over 75, Northern Ireland
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In terms of call to action, this also needed to do more to engage. Nearly all in the study
claimed they were unlikely to respond to tear-off slip. For customers not dissatisfied
with their current provider, the invitation to send off a pre-paid envelope to receive
more information about switching to the cheapest provider was both too vague but also
too pushy. They wanted to know more about who the cheapest provider was, what their
deal would entail and how it compared to their current deal. There was also a reluctance
to engage in switching to a provider that many had not heard of.
More positively, the saving of ‘over 40%/nearly 30%’ was relatively compelling,
although many struggled to work out exactly to what this equated. That said, it was
easier to deflect this potential saving as ‘vague’ compared to the more personalised and
exact comparison of other communications tested. Although emboldened, some in the
study felt the figure lacked standout in comparison to savings in other communications.
A few missed this figure altogether unless prompted.

“This one just says 40% which is good but I would have to get my calculator out”
Landline-only group, Over 65, Leeds
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7.3.4 Detailed reactions to Letter 4 – Landline-only

Figure 12: Letter 4 stimulus Landline-only
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Letter 4 received a very mixed response from Landline-only customers in the study.
Although seen as an unthreatening approach, sometimes they questioned the personal
relevance and overall most ignored the call to action.
•

Role of testimony - Joan’s testimony immediately drew readers’ attention, and
ensured they read about her deal. A few in the study responded positively to the
details. They felt her story was relatable and brought customer reaction to life. It
made the process of switching seem manageable and less daunting than they had
anticipated. Customers also perceived Joan’s yearly saving to be considerable, and
worth taking action for.

“She is actually telling you that she’s done it, been there, got the t-shirt and it’s
fine”
Landline-only group, Over 75, London

However, more customers were critical of the testimony. They questioned how relevant
Joan’s deal was to their situation, and whether their own savings would be comparable.

“I’m not a lover of these testimonials because I don’t think you really believe
them”
Landline-only group, Over 65, London

In addition, they compared the overall tone and style of the letter unfavourably to junk mail
i.e. it was seen as having a sales orientated tone and feel, highlighted by the question in the
headline and the familiar ‘case study’ approach.
Customers rarely noticed the call to action. Placed after the case study, many missed this
line, claiming it lacked stand out. When prompted they were unlikely to call Ofcom,
believing it might be a ‘pushy’ sales call. There were also no reassurances about who Ofcom
were and why they were sending this communication to them.
This approach coupled with an unfamiliar sender meant many in the study claimed they
would just ignore the letter.
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7.4

Detailed reactions to letters – Split-purchasers

7.4.1 Detailed reactions to Letter 1 - Split-purchaser

Figure 13: Letter 1 stimulus Split-purchasers
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Positively, Split-purchasers’ noted that the message and the language in Letter 1 was
personalised and they felt personally addressed. It successfully drew their attention to the
price savings they could make and managed to get across the ‘idea’ of saving by switching
to bundled services, which many had not considered for a while.
However, their frequently stated issue with Letter 1 was it did not currently address
specifics of the deal. Most commented that it did not give enough information about the
new deal (i.e. quality of the broadband) and did not take account of the TV element of their
current set-up. As such, they often dismissed the communication as lacking relevance.
In many Split-purchaser households, the landline was also a secondary consideration to the
broadband. As such, moving their landline over to their broadband provider felt a more
natural and less risky decision.
“We barely use the landline, we use it to find the mobile so that’s not the issue
for us”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, London

In terms of likely action after reading the communication, Split-purchasers typically saw the
tear-off slip as too protracted a method to engage a provider about bundling services. The
option to telephone was considered more likely to engender action. However, most
spontaneously asked for online signposting (i.e. a URL and password to a site where they
could directly compare relevant offers).
“I would never get round to that (using the tear-off slip) that is the sort of thing
that will stay on the bread-bin forever”
Split-purchaser, Under 65, London
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7.4.2 Detailed reaction to Letter 2 – Split-purchasers
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Figure 14: Letter 2 stimulus Split-purchasers
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Letter 2 successfully engaged Split-purchasers in the study. The graphical presentation and
design of the letter, and framing of the message worked well to engage and impart the key
switching message. However, the call to action did not have the same impact and there was
a desire to be able to review their options online at their leisure.
Positively, the key information about the deal was seen as having strong stand out; a
visually striking comparison and easy to compare the headline level detail of the deals. The
fact that the comparison was personalised information made it more likely to catch and
hold their attention.
“That’s my favourite because of the little coloured boxes, i.e. the “current tariff”
and “the cheapest equivalent tariff” is very clear and immediately you look at it
Split-purchaser, Under 65, London

The process of switching was also prominent, easy to digest and spontaneously seen as
reassuring about the process of switching being straightforward.
There was some confusion about their current provider recommending that customers
switch to another organisation (the cheapest bundle). They frequently suggested it was
counter-intuitive, and that they expected their current provider to offer a counter-deal or at
least invite them to discuss a better deal with their current provider. However, a letter from
their current provider was important in establishing attention and they were more likely to
read a letter from their current provider.
“I don’t think [current provider] would do that, why would they make you aware
they are overcharging you, to me it’s extremely odd that they would write to me
with this”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Northern Ireland

Even where confused by their current provider’s motivation to send the letter, in this study
the Split-purchaser audience seemed less inclined than Landline-only to read the second
page of the letter. Therefore, it was only when prompted that Split-purchasers spoke
positively of the second page explaining Ofcom’s role and the Market Review.
Overall, there were doubts about the effectiveness of the call to action. Most claimed they
wanted more choice and control over the final decisions about which provider to switch to
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and they wanted more granular detail about the deal to check it was a like-for-like quality
product. Again, the request was for a web link to take them to a secure site to compare
details of their deal versus a range of other provider deals.

7.4.3 Detailed reaction to Letter 3 – Split-purchasers
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Figure 15: Letter 3 stimulus Split-purchasers
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In contrast to the typically older, more vulnerable Landline-only Customers, the younger
Split-purchasers felt that the more direct tone of the headline was appropriate to grab their
attention. However, Letter 3 did not hold the attention of Split-purchasers, who felt the
detail overwhelmed any details of the deal.
Split-purchasers saw the text as wordy/detailed and quickly tended to lose interest. In
particular, the role of Ofcom and the Market Review got lost in the detail, which left some
confused as to why the alternative, cheapest provider of bundled services was being
recommended.
“Up to 40% again, what does that mean?”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Wales

The saving was compelling where noted, but few spontaneously noticed this. Also, some
queried whether ‘up to’ 40% was promising anything. Overall, Split-purchasers said they
would prefer a more tailored, smaller saving than an attention-grabbing statistic that could
be irrelevant.
Finally, the alternative deal was seen as very unspecific and missing what their monthly
savings would be and the TV bundle elements that would be crucial to the overall deal.
The rejection of the letter because the text was dense meant that Split-purchasers in this
study did not tend to read on the second page of the letter, and therefore did not comment
spontaneously on Ofcom’s role. The second page simply added to the perception that the
letter was too wordy and too much effort.
“The block of writing without the coloured boxes could be a little boring to
people and they might just bin it before they’ve read the information through”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Northern Ireland
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7.4.4 Detailed reaction to Letter 4 – Split-purchasers

Figure 16: Letter 4 stimulus Split-purchasers

Overall, Split-purchasers largely dismissed Letter 4 as too generic in tone, content and
presentation.
“I can’t be bothered to read all of these quotes, it would go straight in the
recycling. I don’t like all these cherry-picked quotes”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Leeds
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Positively, the size of the saving was compelling, and was therefore their key take out from
the text. However, many in the study felt the saving was unlikely to be representative and
there was no guarantee that this would apply to their situation.
Overall, Split-purchasers appeared to be more cynical about the style and tone of the
letter, suggesting it was a bit too similar to junk mail they had received from providers
across a number of services industries. As such, they claimed to be unlikely to give this
approach much consideration. A case study was seen as a generic mechanic and unlikely to
have much relevance. Additionally, they positioned the question in the headline as cliché
and highly likely to lose their attention.

“Having a testimonial on there is all well and good but you don’t know if it’s true
or if they have just made it up”
Split-purchaser, Under 55, Leeds

Again, leading on landline savings was not the priority focus for many Split-purchasers, and
therefore more on the details of the broadband and/or TV bundle was likely to engage.
The call to action was usually missed, but also when prompted felt unlikely to be followed
up on. Most were unfamiliar with Ofcom, and were more inclined to call either their current
broadband or landline provider. Most Split-purchasers in the study claimed that they were
keener to follow up online, and provision of a URL to a site to compare deals across the
market was again the most frequent request.
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